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order in whatever world in which you function, and just
because George Bush declares a “New World Order”,
BEAUTY OF THE MORNING, NOON AND NIGHT you DO NOT HAVE TO USE HIS!
You are, however, going to find that the Global
Hatonn—Since we are a GLOBAL “property” was directly a part of a BETTER WORLD
COMMUNITY (oh yes, WE ARE), we must always ORDER—back to a money system set forth on the
think in terms of our relations. If you can only deal GOLD STANDARD. George just decided to outsmart
with “morning” in your expectations of “time”, then you Marcos and make a run for the goal line, gathering his
must realize that at midnight your time, somewhere it own acquisitions along the way.
is noon a day later, and so on. And yet, FACE IT, you
There are some interesting “packages”, which
time-control people—whatever is happening in YOUR originated over here in the Philippines, which contain
TIME, the same thing is taking place in any part of the some very, very large sums in currency and are backed
world. If Mt. Rainier blows right now, 8:22 a.m. with HARD commodity. The program was set forth at
Manila time—it is blowing at 4:22 p.m. California time. the time of Marcos and distributed (scattered), notes &
THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE IN EVENTS, ONLY gold, all around the globe, in very large increments.
IN WHAT YOUR CLOCKS READ. This is, again, a This would have basically set forth a gold-based
simple reference to being able to live and grow in WORLD (global) currency.
PERCEPTION of stopping limitations on self.
Was Marcos’ intent to be totally honorable, and
Let us also consider that you very definitely are in open, and whatever you might think of as an innocent
a new world order (disorder?) but you buy into terms fool? No, indeed; however, good friends, when you
just because they are tossed at you. You MUST have have currency around the globe based on a “common”
accepted commodity—you have
stability and all currencies are
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secured. Both the currency for startup AND THE
GOLD IN BULLION WERE READY FOR USE
AND ARE STILL AVAILABLE. It appears we offer
a WAY to bring all this together, in addition to our
moving forward in our own program.
I would tell you inquiring minds, however, that,
indeed, WE (including Ekkers) are MAJOR players in
BOTH PROGRAMS. WE HAVE NOT BEEN
SLOTHFUL IN OUR DILIGENCE.
I bring this to your attention because you are going
to have to “get with the program”; you ARE a “global”
something, and let us pray for WISDOM that you will
become a balanced global community. Good or bad in
perception, YOU ARE IN A NEW WORLD ORDER.
OUR participation with the Big One makes this
secure FOR THE PEOPLE and gives a base upon
which all people can begin to take back their nations
and dislodge the parasites.
The U.S. is going to have the worst time of all, for
the parasites have dislodged the people. This holds
true from Tehachapi to Washington, DC.
Indeed, you do need “time recognition” in order to
(Continued on page 2)
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make your working hours coincide with another’s
SCHEDULE—called “appointment”.
To make the point a bit more amusing for your
consideration—it can actually get to the point that you
have future/past considerations. According to a clock
or a calendar, let us assume that Mt. Rainier did
actually blow on Nov. 16th Manila morning at 8:22 a.m.
If you note your calendar, you will find that in Pacific
Coast time in the area of the volcano itself, it is still the
15th of November. By the way, Manila will be into
year/hour 2000 long before the same thing happens in
any time zone in the U.S. THESE ARE THE
“REASONS” WHY YOU CAN ONLY USE “TIME”
AS A MEASURE OF SEQUENTIAL EVENTS.
EVERYTHING HAPPENS IN THE MOMENT OF
NOW.
Let us next briefly speak of “being” in the moment
of now. THOUGHTS made manifest may well be an
interesting method of consideration in this parable. Let
us suppose that Ekkers, in Manila, are physically
“parked” somewhere, say, right in the hotel room, but
there is an important meeting with three different people
at 2:00 this afternoon. This is a fact, so it is not farfetched at all. Why? Because you CAN be in the
moment and participating in all three meetings, as well
as being presenting in New York, Athens, Istanbul,
Singapore and Carson City, Nevada at the same
moment—day or night—depending on the schedule of
those taking part in the parable.
If the THOUGHT is a presentation in New York,
discussing this writing, for instance—it is now, what,
around 9 PM in New York City, U.S.A. (the night
before).
Ah, but let us consider that there is a court trial or
hearing: The attorneys are present, along with the judge
and jury, but there is only documented testimony from
Ekkers. IS THIS NOT THE SAME THING, IN
ACTUALITY? If the BODY is not present, but the
mind is present in any manner, whatsoever, is the
witness (person testifying) not considered “present”?
Are the Ekkers not just as valid in thought and physical
(documented testimony) in New York, California,
Nevada, or wherever, as in Manila? Take it further for
your consideration: Ekkers get sick at lunch, the 16th,
and can’t make it to any of the three appointments in
Manila—BUT
SEND
THE
BUSINESS
DOCUMENTS NECESSARY TO DISCUSS THREE
DIFFERENT TOPICS, i.e., incorporation, banking
coordinates and an offer to purchase the Gilarmi
Apartel. These are authorized documents to be
considered—so, are not Ekkers present? You do not
need to be present in the U.S. to do business or
conference from Manila. And, chelas, technology has
caught up with the idea of THOUGHT capabilities in
allowing personal contact between every moment on the
globe, within the same moment in any other part. So,
can’t you “catch up” with the new perception?
Take this a step further forward and KNOW that
your IMAGE in living action and expression can be
also broadcast to any and every other point on the
globe; doesn’t that also make YOU present where that
image is projected?
“Ah but,” you might say, “A dead man is still dead
if he is, in fact, dead.” IS HE? I have news for you:
When the image of a man is presented on a television
screen giving some famous speech or comment on any
topic, is he not “alive”? His soul is eternal in “living”
and—when there is projection or THOUGHT regarding

that “person”—the mind of that person is PRESENT
and experiencing at the same MOMENT you
experience.
If you think of a departed loved one, you will note
that your THOUGHTS are WITH that one in some
manner of conscious projection. THAT action, in itself,
is strong enough to pull that soul energy to your
conscious experience—YOU JUST FAIL TO SEE IT.
So, taking this further in consideration of ongoing
problems and, again, simply to make a point: Aren’t
the Ekkers actually participating in the “mess” over
their property via the capability of split-second
communications? Aren’t their wishes expressed just as
valid in, say, a court hearing, as IF they were present?
They will have expressed their ideas, considerations,
authorizations, etc., and their representation is even
more durable and set than in “in person” babbling.
In this same consideration, there can be an
exchange of “demands”, considerations, settlement
determinations, etc. without the personal haggling and
discomfort of confrontations by all parties. The debates
are handled and recognized, ON PAPER, and the
people never have to again meet at all.
My point here, students, is to cause you to
recognize that you are already IN THAT (what you
consider) 4TH DIMENSION, WHERE THERE IS NO
TIME AND SPACE.
Is a lie told on the 14th somehow not as valid or
“real” as it appears to “surface” on the 15th or 16th?
There is a clause in the law for these things that
surface after the seeming fact: New EVIDENCE!
Discovery, subsequent information, ongoing evidence
from investigation and several other very legal terms.
“Time”, in fact, in litigation, begins to run from the
TIME THE INCIDENT IS DISCOVERED (made
known). If you only learn of fraud or unlawful
activities against you—you have a given amount of time
(this varies) to bring litigation. This is called the
Statute of Limitations. If things change from the time
of discovery, as investigations continue—the case can
be reopened on the basis of NEW EVIDENCE. If
agreements of settlement are breached, then the Statute
of Limitations is, again, operative in a new span of
recognition. And, there are some “crimes” in which
there is NO statute of limitation. Murder is one such
crime. And, you know what, according to the form and
fraud involved, murder of spirit is another, and within
that realization, that is of what “punitive damages” are
calculated. This is not a law course, this is
EXAMPLE. There is simply FAR MORE involvement
with spirit, mind and soul—than there is actually
attached to BODY physical.
Do you actually think, in reading this writing, that
I AM NOT WITH YOU? And do you really want my
conscious body (for I am never without consciousness)
to be WITH YOU RIGHT NOW, THIS MOMENT?
Really? Are you perhaps just thinking of this writing
in retrospect—say, in your shower—am I not actually
“there”? Wow, this could go ever so much further,
couldn’t it? Are you in the bathroom? Are you doing
something clandestine? Well, GOD is there anyway,
but I’m sure you are quite comfortable to “think” about
this message IN MY PHYSICAL ABSENCE.
We are all ONE, chelas, and if something is seen
by ONE, it is actually seen by ALL. The only
difference is in the telling. If, for instance, someone
sees Joe Blow walk out the door with a brown, lunchsized sack and this is reported, have we not ALL SEEN
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JOE WALK OUT WITH THE SACK? This is called
witness and testimony. You can even find out WHAT
IS IN THE SACK, without seeing it yourself! All Joe
has to do is tell you what he has in his sack.
BUT THIS IS WHY PEOPLE CAN BECOME
“PEOPLE OF THE LIE”. YOU HAVE LOST YOUR
HONOR AND INTEGRITY THROUGH LYING.
YOU HAVE LONG AGO STOPPED BEING ABLE
TO BELIEVE MUCH OF ANYTHING. FURTHER,
YOU ARE SHOWN ILLUSIONS AND GIVEN
FABRICATIONS UPON WHICH YOU BUILD
YOUR “REALITY”, AND THEY ARE FALSE.
UNTIL MAN CAN COME BACK TO TRUTH—
AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH—YOU
REMAIN “PEOPLE OF THE LIE”.
And, please note: An oath is worse than nothing,
for if a MAN’S WORD IS WORTHLESS, SO TOO,
COMPOUNDED, IS HIS OATH.
Guess what: In forming and filing a COMPLAINT
against someone, the lawyer involved is given license to
LIE by the very court. He puts down what he wishes
or is told by his clients and is, therefore, immune from
prosecution for perjury.
This is actually quite a necessary part of filing a
complaint, because there are few facts known before a
full investigation (discovery).
Where, for instance, Ekkers are involved in these
cases of absolute fraud, theft and total misrepresentation
against them, they should go for millions of $$$ and let
the other “side” prove that there is not so much. When
you take a whole lifetime of furniture and property,
even to the bronze eagle that now may be gone, you
add up a lot. If, in fact, personal items are counted in
this one case of moving, you have, probably, over many
billions of dollars in damages—because of the property
items, yes, but loss of business records, etc., with total
disruption of ability to do business.
Ekkers are in a position, now, of recognizing the
very reasons for those corporations, and they are now
without limit in VALUE. But, the corporations are for
others, so Ekkers personally can only bring charges in
BEHALF of said businesses as fiduciarily responsible
parties—and for selves, as to personal losses. By the
way, anything missing, on loan or borrowed is double
jeopardy, because the missing item in that circumstance
has to be “returned”, with interest due-and-owing, in
addition to the damage of being deprived of the object
itself.
If there is THEFT of corporate books, records and
operating files, offices and staff—you have just
compounded, exponentially, the costs and thus, the
losses. Should not people have thought of these things
BEFORE they set forth with destructive and “take it
all” attitudes and brought legal displacement? Ekkers
had corporations housed in that office, in that house,
AND THEY MUST TAKE ACTION FOR
PROTECTION, BECAUSE IT IS REQUIRED
UNDER THE LAW!
Our corporation security is in such a mess as to be
totally dysfunctional. Now we have to work around
time constraints, for it is difficult to keep major players
available. The banking world is in total chaos, friends,
and it is difficult to keep a Central Bank Governor
available to attend only our corporate registration. We
are having to take a different approach, which may well
give us time to attend the other, later, in the States,
when more convenient. We needed the structure
handled last Friday, which would have given a full day
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at NCH and the weekend to wrap up the registration.
Oh, well...!
E.J. has just met for two hours with people from
the SEC, and they are expediting a “NEW” association,
and we will have to bypass the U.S. Global corporation
for the moment. And yes, indeed, it is difficult to
realize that we could have built for 13 years, only to
have no working structure to back the final inches of
the run. What is annoying is that we now have to go
a very expensive route, without backup, even
financially. Oh, we will get it done, but I can promise
you that there is going to later be great and loud
gnashing of teeth when the consequences of these
irrefutable, poor business practices meet their makers.
We are talking here about delays in the management of
funds which are greater than those of the Federal
Reserve System. Couldn’t be? Wait, and count the
ways it IS true, Spectrum aiders-and-abettors. We, my
dears, are going to defang you green horny-toads. You
don’t want to help the world; worse, you don’t even
want to help yourselves!
This couldn’t be so important, the nasties will tell
you? It is important enough that officials are bringing
secretaries to this hotel in the morning to push this thing
through in some manner workable enough to start
substance shifting. And no, I did not say “shapeshifting”. We will leave that trick to the lizards.
The suits now have grown in value to be all but
unlimited as to damages to us. Had we been able to
get corporate shifts made timely, we would be
holding sums beyond your imaginings—RIGHT
NOW, TODAY. I’ll tell you this, we have been
damaged to the extent that there isn’t enough value in
NCH to even pay the rent, but it is a structured
incorporation agency—which might have some value
without having to immediately move the offices. I do
not believe, however, that the reputation remaining is
good enough to retain the name.
Since we have not had a response from Millers and
it is now the 16th, I suggest you ask Elley to simply file
a cause of action and—since the loss and damages add
up into the millions of dollars—go for it, and take it to
the highest court available. It is too large in funds
consideration to be filed in Municipal Court.
We are tired of being hamstrung by our own
professed “partners” turned “enemy” (their declaration).
If the people of TRUTH will not stand against the
PEOPLE OF THE EVIL LIE, then WE SHALL! This
is not some game of “their side”, or “our side” or
“middle line”. My goodness, your world is near
catastrophe and “distancing” selves or companies is
NOT PART OF THIS PROGRAM. GOD SAID IT
BEFORE, AND I REPEAT IT HERE: YOU ARE
EITHER WITH ME OR YE ARE AGAINST ME.
We set up NCH in the first place to have
available, TODAY, the kind of instant backup for
smooth flow to anywhere on the globe. We also
supported that operation from upstart—so we would
have some financial backup, as well, now, when we
are making a run for the finish/start line. We are now
over the finish line and, I’ll be dipped, we don’t have
anything or anywhere to handle the transfers. Cort
spoke with Mrs. Miller just as the house was going
to auction. E.J. had asked him to take care of the
problems to allow us time to get home and work
through whatever had gone wrong about interest
payments, etc. Where did the money GO? Oh,
well...! Is that really “just doing good business”?

Then, please, spare us from bad business.
And how much money does the Central Bank of
the Philippines plan to have out of our “joint
venture”? Oh, only somewhere above 12-14 trillion
$$$—for STARTERS. THEY HAVE ENOUGH
HARD, COLD GOLD FOR LOTS AND LOTS
MORE!
Irritated, am I?
YES, MOST
CERTAINLY!
Well, I can tell you THIS MUCH: By having to
go this route—this separates EVERYONE out and
away from the entire program as we structure it to be.
There will simply be no attachment, as we simply
shift these wondrous assets directly over to the
Alliance Association and oh, yes indeed, it can be
done, and it can be verified and authenticated in less
than a day, following certification. This will actually
sever more of the strings to the U.S. controllers. This
will be a Philippine Association, with NO STRINGS
TO THE U.S. OR NEVADA. Sorry, kids, you had
your chance and blew it. This association is the one
we will use globally and, perhaps, can make a new
meaning to living. Perhaps, some day, when it is
“convenient”, we will register in the U.S., even
possibly in Nevada. I suggest you not jump to
conclusions about Ekkers, either, for this is now going
to become an “ASSOCIATION” with the Philippines.
Ekkers will simply serve on the Board of Directors,
and we will have a Philippine Treasurer and Auditor
from TOP-LEVEL management.
Does this mean Ekkers won’t be coming home to
Tehachapi? DON’T YOU WISH!? NO, it does
NOT mean that. It means that they come home nice
and secure, just like they left on this business trip.
But, they won’t have to be hounded by any U.S.
pickings or naggings. They can have their little
interests, and business adventures and LIVE without
the parasites sucking them dry.
Anyone for chess?
You who think you will just wait and, somehow,
as declared and promised, sue Ekkers? All the bunch
of Spectrum kids promised these massive suits,
starting, I remember, with over $3 million for
stopping their theft spree. Oh, my sadness; they will
HAVE NOTHING, these Ekkers! Except, of course,
unlimited resources to cover legal costs for clearing
up the ongoing games back in the U.S. I don’t think
that Federal indictment set up by Martin-Young, et al.
will hold much water—except as it turns back upon
the snivel-nosed vipers. And, guess what, our
Philippine partners who HAVE stayed the course are
eager to pay the legal fees. Or, better yet, these cases
NOW become valuable on contingency. You of the
lizard group have sunk your poison fangs into our
backsides one time too many! AND YES, IT IS
TOO LATE TO BARGAIN!
And what do I think will happen to SPECTRUM,
the paper? I don’t. I don’t have any interest. I
suppose if we had “rathers”, we would all opt for a
fantastic showing and a magnificent growth and
profit—wouldn’t we? This is, of course, considering
all the above! We have never striven for much
publicity—except as to reach our crew and
teammates. There are a lot of sensational non-news
papers on the market and perhaps one more won’t do
much damage. People, every day, are getting more
and more discerning—and choices are theirs, each
and alone.
We are accomplishing what we set out to
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achieve. We have no time or wish for judgment,
revenge or blame. WE DO HAVE TIME TO
ENSURE THAT THEY ANSWER FOR THAT
WHICH THEY HAVE DONE—IN FULL
MEASURE. IT IS CALLED EQUITY AND
JUSTICE.
There are always “ideal” resources for use by
God’s people, and we have no shortage of ideas—
CREATIVE IDEAS. Furthermore, we can begin to
leave the scrapping to the humans who are trained
and enjoy these conflicts and who, literally, spend
their lives in just such matters.
I will take time to note this: If you only want to
live in the past—and how the ancients did it, or the
Mayans did it, or the Afrikanos of Afrikamawu—you
are still going to be trying to figure out the serpent in
the apple tree. You must have history; you must
know what happened and possibly what WENT
WRONG, and this so that you are prepared for
whatever might come. You have a world which is,
and always has been, in constant change. But, at
some point, you have TO MAKE CHANGES
HAPPEN, OR YOU ARE DESTINED TO
CONTINUE ON THE DOWNHILL SPIRAL,
WHICH IS THE ULTIMATE GOAL OF SIR
SATAN.
YOU MUST MAKE HUMAN
CHANGES IN HUMAN STRUCTURES. WHY?
BECAUSE YOU ARE MANIFEST HUMAN
BEINGS.
So, let us consider 12 years and around 300
books later. You have been given all the past
information you actually need—to be able TO MOVE
AHEAD and EFFECT/AFFECT POSITIVE
CHANGES, WHICH CAN ALLOW MANKIND
TO FLOURISH. Or you can go back to human
sacrifices on the Mayan altars or the Khazarian altars
in the temples of doom. These choices are yours, and
many of you are making the choice to stay within the
sensational, ancient histories of experience. So be it.
Some want to construct a BETTER WORLD, of
positive experience in the NOW, and move forward
into the hoped-for “future”.
Can you not see that if you continue in the very
activities you claim to despise and wish changed, that
you spin on the wheel forever? You must reach
beyond, into the unlimited realms of God Creator, and
create, not stagnate.
God (we) can create and we can uncreate. I’ve
told you this for many years. We are getting ready,
yes, to simply uncreate these lizards and shapeshifters FROM OUR SPACE. They will feed off one
another for a while—but evil is not going to longer
FLOURISH. You may yet blow your planet away—
but that is hardly going to express as evil winning,
now, is it? Remember, snakes live in PITS, so if the
evil-mongers blow up your world, neither they nor
you are going to win. How long do you think Air
Force One can remain aloft when the fuel is gone and
there is nowhere to get more—OR TO LAND?
No, friends, you cannot live with your heads in
the clouds, mouthing about how it WAS, while
destroying that which is positive in the NOW. And
unless someone DOES SOMETHING, there will be
less hope for a future experience on the orb, and a lot
of you, in your limitation, are not going to find the
next reality any better.
And let me remind you that people have used
others’ names for all the time since the beginning.
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That is the adversary’s first trick—to call himself
something you have recognized and trusted. To call
yourself Joe if you are Henry does not make you
other than Henry. And, when others fail to recognize
the danger in using a higher-energy as their own, it
gets a bit Tricky, because if they continue to nonidentify the receivers, they have no credibility at all.
Anyone can say anything, anywhere and at any time.
It is YOUR experience, for I am living mine and my
team is living theirs. There is never a limit to
information and knowledge, and if it actually helps
you to CHANGE THE WORLD by spending all your
time focused on kings, queens and royal shapeshifters, do it, but do not then blame others for your
sad plight. If anyone commits murder and calls it
“sacrifice”, is it different from murder? No. HOW
ARE YOU GOING TO CHANGE THINGS? HOW
ARE YOU EVEN GOING TO SAVE THE TREES,
IF ALL YOU DO IS HUG THEM? PEOPLE, YOU
LIVE IN THIS WORLD AND YOU MUST
CHANGE IT AS IT “IS”, NOT AS THE MAYANS
“DIDN’T” OR THE MORO’S DIDN’T. YOU
HAVE TO CHANGE IT BY AND THROUGH
THAT WHICH IS PRESENT IN THE NOW.
You continue to KILL THE MESSENGERS
and destroy the very ones who CAN make strides
in positive change. Will you never learn? You
cannot have a disease and expect to cure it by
flushing the very medicine which offers healing
DOWN THE TOILET, even an Egyptian RA toilet.
How many of the readers of, say, Spectrum, go forth
and follow up on REAL research? No, you will
simply read the sensational books recommended to
you by the very authors of the “in-question” material
in the first place.
You do not want to KNOW truth, for if you
KNOW, then the next step is to be RESPONSIBLE
AND DO SOMETHING. As long as man refuses to
be responsible and always wants to “just BE”, while
waiting for someone else to DO, and you continue to
attack and kill the messengers, WHO IS GOING TO
ATTEND YOU? GOD? NO, HE WILL LET YOU
BE AND DO WHATEVER YOU WILL. AND
YOU WILL BE ALLOWED TO DO IT IN
WHATEVER LITTLE MIND-CELL YOU
CHOOSE.
We have NOT gone hippity-hopping off down the
bunny trail or the primrose path. We are facing the
responsibilities, and we continue, undaunted, as the
spin-offs run to their hidie-holes. Will everything be
wondrously changed after we bash through the
barriers? Yes, if you want them to be changed.
Either way, we will have met our responsibilities, and
that offers ability for change, which is one step
beyond the “hope” we have offered right up to this
moment. Follow your lizards or follow your WINGS.
You can slither on your belly like a serpent or you
can soar with Eagles. But if you soar with eagles,
you have to learn to fly, don’t you? Even the serpent
crew will continue to tell you that God wins. So,
dear ones, that means WE win. Leave the children
at their play and when, with their matches, they start
fires they cannot extinguish—it is going to get pretty
hot.
Salu and good evening. (Yes, indeed, it has
taken all day, in bits and pieces, to get to “this
evening”. There is much happening.)
dharma

Philippines Can Be First To Reap
Abundance Of God’s Plan 2000
11/18/99—#1
Hatonn—MISCELLANEOUS: As for Elaine’s
passing, she is fine. She would wish her “estate” to go to
her family, and yes, we will be able to take care of those
things early on with funding. No rush, just plan to balance
that out so her labors are rewarded as she would wish.
By the way, friends, when our loved ones make that
transition in full intent of “just” and Godly intent—they are
pulling in every way possible (and that is very large,
indeed) to bring a positive conclusion from the seeming
chaos. YOU who remain to get certain jobs accomplished
must let it go into those hearts and souls.
You must confront EVERY circumstance, positive or
negative, as it might present—IN A HUMAN
ENVIRONMENT, WITH NO MAGIC CONSIDERED.
You must function in that human world and with the
human changes. Things are fine no matter how negative
they “appear”, for you cannot see ALL from your
landlocked viewpoints. Just KNOW—that which you
cannot see is at work, and the Lighted Hosts will prevail.
People can write wonderful papers, chelas, and still not
have the overall goodness in focus. Don’t let it warp your
own view. Realize that from every presentation the listener
or the viewer MUST BE THE ONE TO SELECT THAT
WHICH IS TRUTH. More TRUTH flows from the evil
pretender, because he must present in the best light or he
cannot pull others into his trap. Let it go, as all truth
presented is wondrous, indeed.
I would note that soon we will be presenting some
aspects of Native American traditions and cultural bases
upon which the original functioning of societies was based
and WHY it worked. It worked so well, remember, that the
very CONSTITUTION upon which the Americans
functioned in those tribal councils was taken upon which to
base the U.S. CONSTITUTION. The very guidelines were
from the Iroquois of the Northeastern U.S. territories. I
might add, however, that the Natives themselves were “left
out”, and they were put onto reservations by the Federal
Government—BY MILITARY FORCE. Today, the Feds
will begin to understand that they made very large blunders
in that little show of nastiness. That, through the incredible
irony and hatred of the act itself, now gives those tribes
ability to become totally SOVEREIGN AS NATIONS.
Then presents our gifts as God demands, that there is
an acceptable and honorable base upon which financial
security can be established and the nations thrive. This is
a worthy goal as you sit among the broken arrows and
hearts pierced from the rocks, from the slings that have hit
you. And yes, there will present the ones necessary, having
experienced in the “Market Place” and moved back into the
REALITY of their own culture. THIS IS THE GOAL FOR
WHICH WE STRUGGLE AND LABOR—NOT FOR
PIECES OF GOLD OR PAPER. IF PEOPLE CANNOT
TRUST ENOUGH TO SEE THE GOAL TO FRUITION
AND WISH TO SIMPLY “DO THEIR OWN THING”,
WITHOUT RISK OR WITHIN ONLY GUARANTEES,
SO BE IT. THEY WILL MEET THEIR OWN
CONSEQUENCES OF WHATEVER VARIETY THAT
MIGHT BE, WANT OR ABUNDANCE.

Know that you as individuals do not JUDGE, but you
DO STAND IN RESPONSIBLE STANCE UNDER THE
LAW.
The overall pain and misery dealt us is a remarkable—
and quite blind—necessity to make every effort to STOP
our realization of success. And KNOW that when we are
BLOCKED, we SHALL ALWAYS FIND A BETTER
AVENUE TO THAT ACCOMPLISHMENT! If you
WANT for anything, it is NOT A SHORTAGE, it is simply
a lack of Creative IDEAS. GOD IS NEVER LACKING
THOSE VERY IDEAS YOU NEED. ASK AND YE
SHALL RECEIVE!
Start humming, Dharma, for every dark cloud actually
does have a silver halo. Sometimes you just have to look
harder than at other times. Know that when you look
harder, there are always more alternatives for action shown
therein.
WHEN THE FAT LADY SINGS!
It is a good morning, and today we can certainly
recognize that the “fat lady” is starting to do her vocal presong warm-up! Soon, the chorus will be in fit-and-fiddle
shape—for they have already done their warm-up.
How long from now? “Imminent”, of course.
I wish to thank the team for making arrangements to
fly necessary documents hither and yon to expedite some
legal housing for our product and accounts. However, we
shall attend that matter a bit later, so that we are not
dragging excess baggage. This approach we are now
establishing will get better security coverage here in the
Philippines working with persons with whom we now have
LONG relationships. This will lessen, tremendously, the
immediate load on E.J. and Dharma and build in security,
for they will not be such a focus.
This will be considered the true upstart of the
“alliance” on a global scale and, since it is an “association”,
truly, it will simply be a distribution conduit. Therefore,
allow us to move swiftly, doing it RIGHT and within all the
regulations as requested by the Governor. This will leave
details to a center for office needs, as well as allowing a
continuation, without extra load, for Ekkers to continue in
the “contact” focus.
Things are going to rapidly break loose in Malaysia
and also in Brunei. This allows focus to be turned toward
those places, along with Indonesia. Wahid will settle down
and realize his prize tool, as soon as his eyes clear a bit,
literally. He has been spending his time lately in the U.S.
getting some “mind-warping” about the Israelis and initial
trade interchange. Indonesia will fall to the Khazars, if
other alternatives are not forthcoming. The guise of the
travels, of course, was to assist his vision with surgical
procedures. Fine, perhaps that will be a positive result.
If he continues to PUSH unduly the connection with
Indonesia and Israel, he will fall. Indonesia is the largest
Muslim country on the globe. They will object to selling
out to the Khazarian Elite.
The Muslims of Indonesia have proven that there is no
fear in confronting any OTHER RELIGION entering their
space. With brotherhood, however, there can, indeed, be a
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community formed which will serve, positively, all citizens.
Beware of newcomers bearing either gifts or asking
large sums. It is time to now STOP, LOOK AND LISTEN
VERY, VERY CAREFULLY. If, with the passage of time
and insight, a party proves clear and potentially helpful,
UNDER OUR AGREEMENTS, we will discuss
possibilities.
We are being tested, and if you allow even one breach
of our agreements as to those WE HAVE MADE, there will
be no allowance. We WILL DO NOTHING TO HARM
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. We do not intend
to demand that the Fed or the Treasury PAY THEIR
DEBTS WITH USE OF OURS, IN ANY WAY SHAPE
OR FORM. WE WILL NOT DELIBERATELY
COLLAPSE ANY ECONOMY AND, MOST
CERTAINLY, NOT “OUR OWN”.
If I need to do another PUBLIC NOTICE, I will do so,
so that there will be no further “misunderstanding” as to
intent. You are being tested to see if, indeed, you will keep
our agreements. WE SHALL.
To you back home, working your fingers to fiddle
strings, hold strong. Do not concern over subscriptions,
etc., one way or another. You hardly lost any, for so many
were able to pick up the paper free on the web-site that the
people we have are strong supporters. Others were and are
curious. Don’t be disturbed, either, about Spectrum, for
they are still advertising on CONTACT’s credibility. It is
good, for the group at Spectrum have to keep their noses
pretty clean as to what they put in THAT paper, or they
will tell on themselves as INDIVIDUALS. It is not a paper
that can be good or evil—only humans! And, this cleans
up a lot of things because, as long as they hide behind the
paper, they will have to present that which is pretty
substantially TRUTH, edited by etheric assumptions or not.
The individuals are treading on glass shards already, and
their living attitudes will be covered, they think, by some
good papers—for a while. It will all work out very well.
The people, themselves, are weak and, in the ending, it will
be their weakness that shall do them in. In that position,
the paper might well even survive and flourish.
The people on board, after all, served CONTACT for
many years. CONTACT didn’t change; only the
individuals, when left to their own devices, CHANGED.
Keep it straight. We only want Journalism in its highest
form; we do not need to present GOD as in secondary
stature and never shall do so.
Is it possible for people to change? Of course, with
God ALL things are possible. So be it. SPECTRUM has
no retribution to make, ONLY the people (individuals) who
run things. Ed’s desire, ultimately, was to have the BEST
paper available to any and all. I see that has not greatly
changed. I would suppose he has pretty much instilled that
attitude in Norey.
Rick? Gail? and others? I have no comment, other
than: Obviously, these particular parties want nothing save
to damage, seek revenge and cover actions, and couldn’t
care less what kind of a paper is presented or whom they
hurt in seeking their OWN shelter for hiding their deeds.
Layout people don’t have a REAL preference, for they
were friends, and to disallow the CONTACT itself is
denying their own training and capabilities. Their intent
SHOULD be to service a paper to completion without
individual “allegiance”. If a person receives a paycheck, he
owes the one who writes the paycheck. All other attitudes
are personal and individual. And, the assumption is that
it matters NOT A WHIT whether that layout person likes
God or Satan—it is how well the job of paper layout is
accomplished. If this doesn’t make sense, please think on
it long and hard, for it is THE reality of FREEDOM.

We only want JUSTICE, not revenge, for the deeds
perpetrated against us. We hold neither grudges nor
blame—except to sort the deed-doers and the level of deeddoing.
We are not some religious cult or another. We are not
even a branch of some other established cult. The others
claim homage unto their intents; WE DO NOT. Our intent
is always on the focus of JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW.
And that JUSTICE must be established under and within
the LAWS OF THE LAND. Breaking of the Laws of God
is between God and individual. Breaking of the laws of the
land is the BUSINESS of the COURTS OF THE LAND.
KNOW THE DIFFERENCE AND YOU WILL
DILIGENTLY WORK TOWARD EQUITY WHICH,
ULTIMATELY, REPRESENTS “FREEDOM”.
As with any physician or healing representative, our
intent is to stop the hurting FIRST, then as rapidly as
possible to take things in priority sequence. When our
hands are tied legally, we have to continue to work within
the system as impacts us in individual and corporate
structures and regulations.
It is quite probable that we would be unable to clear the
Institute as a corporate entity if we were abundantly able
this minute. Therefore, we have to consider other IDEAS
as to how to be able to attend business while still acting
within all orders, regulations and business procedures.
You are all going to find that—because of those who
have brought suit against Ekker-Ekker-Phoenix—we
CANNOT attend these particular individual cases tied up in
litigation. Therefore, until those are settled, there is no
ability to bypass such litigation in process—period. We do
not even wish to do so.
There are, however, back-interest payments due, which
have had to be held for both litigation reasons and inability
to reclaim assets taken. There are other happenings, which
have also stalled out everything associated with the above
entities.
The loans are NOT at maturity, and the Institute can’t
bear the brunt of circumstances out of its control; this is
either through litigation or loss in gold resources.
Arrangements are, however, being structured to go
through legal channels to place into a trust, through
lawyers, to cover everything outstanding. So, for you who
think we plan to abandon the Institute and just dump your
loans, we do NOT. The ones in litigation will remain in
litigation until settled. Others will be given the option of
removal or making other, alternative arrangements through
other avenues. Then, a decision will be made as to whether
or not to continue with the original entity.
Ekkers, as you might surmise, have reached a level of
not wanting anything to longer do with that Institute. They
accepted responsibility and have continued to shoulder that
responsibility through all the years, without any lessening
of intent or purpose to repay every participant. Neither the
programs involved nor the condition of the Institute are
Ekkers’ responsibility under the law; IT IS RELEVANT IN
INDIVIDUAL ACCEPTANCE OF RESPONSIBILITIES.
Realizing that many of you loaned funds to both assist,
as originally expressed, in programs and projects, with a
second intent in opportunity to structure some income,
when and if there was increase in the price of gold on the
market (blessings unto you ones in this category), and that
many (most) of you may not wish to abandon the plan as
structured, we do need to consider possible alternatives for
you who wish an alternative program.
When arrangements are concluded, you will have to
respond to the legal counsel to help resolve many points, for
files were taken from the offices of the corporation. Mr.
Martin and Dr. Young have published some very private
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information regarding some individual matters and
accounts. For this breach of privacy we are truly sorry and
will continue to seek justice.
There is “abandonment” of NOTHING. This includes
the Institute, property, people or debts owed. God does
NOT abandon, hurt or bring loss to His people. People
have free-will choices, and some have chosen to serve the
Adversary. That does not change our commitment, but we
will not stand loss on legal costs for defense and damages
stemming directly from Adversarial attacks and, most
especially, where there was ACTUAL THEFT of FUNDS
AND PROPERTY.
You participated with this program because you
CLAIMED to serve Lighted God, with your hearts and
resources. NOTHING HAS CHANGED, READERS,
EXCEPT THAT, PERHAPS, SORTING HAS BEEN
ACHIEVED AS TO MISDIRECTED PARTICIPANTS
WHO WOULD CONTINUE TO TAKE FOR SELVES—
AND THAT IS UNACCEPTABLE. GOD DOES NOT
CHANGE; PEOPLE CHANGE. And yes, we most
certainly will proceed with all projects as planned from
onset of the Institute—AND FAR MORE.
SIPAPU ODYSSEY
I would appreciate it if someone who furthers writings
to those without e-mail would get word to Wally Gentleman
and George Van Noy, please, that we do not wish the
original story or location, as intended, changed. I just have
to remind you all that there is less and less “time” to focus
on backup. When we turn that over and open the doors for
that project, it must then be carried by YOU. I have Ekkers
so buried that we will have to simply bypass them as to
decision-making on individual project matters.
The intent is to fund abundantly and flexibly, so that
the production can be handled with increased expenses, as
would have accrued through the years. My own observation
is that—as with the motion-picture industry in the
Philippines—there is great upheaval and a movement to
restrict pornography in the industry. It reached an
incredible point of obscenity and, without delving into the
matter here, there is restructuring taking place.
The rather more important thing I consider here is the
possibility of allowing these Filipino movie-makers, of
whom we have spoken earlier, to be able to move within
your circle in the U.S. (which they have tried to do on
many prior occasions and couldn’t) and work WITH you
gentlemen (no pun intended, Wally).
The greatest concern of Dharma was that you would
have to do all the WORK yourselves, and I reassure her
that YOU ARE QUITE CAPABLE, FROM START TO
FINISH—WITH FUNDING, OF COURSE. YEAR 2000
WILL BE A WONDROUS YEAR FOR SOME OF YOU—
SORT OF LIKE A 2001 SPACE ODYSSEY (pun intended).
We shall arrange it so that all Wally needs to do is sit in
his Director’s chair and pass out orders! Let us begin to
have fun, friends, for our work is far from over, and so, we
may as well have fun and JOY along the way.
I have delayed responding to Wally’s last letter until
we could see a bit further through the physical fog and—
if we don’t have an adversarial monsoon soaker, a volcanic
blowout burying Manila, and/or a tsunami or 10-pt.
earthquake dead-on to the city—we will make a great and
massive “step for mankind” THIS DAY.
I will still not be able to release my team from the
needs here, so there will need be continuance, please, of
containing and running things stateside. Those things will
be in very capable hands.
As to Federal indictments, as promised against Ekkers
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by Martin, et al.: What for? We just went through Federal
Bureau of Investigation encounters—and they sent their top
brass TO US, good inquiring minds. I believe all the shoes
are now on OTHER feet, perpetrators of those intents,
actions and rumors. We will take caution, however (AS
SUGGESTED), to attend any “maverick” agents or
marksmen, lawyers for bounty hire, etc. The Big Boys, in
fact, are investigating attempted homicide, theft, fraud and
other miscellaneous activities of said Spectrum-groupie
membership.
I promise you that the Elite Powers-That-Be do not
want anything to happen to any of US. They are in a
corner, and they know that more killing is not in the cards
for endearment.
No matter what has or hasn’t apparently become visible
or viable—I suggest you have a grateful and very
appreciative THANKSGIVING. And, as we celebrate the
“BROTHERHOOD” which is honored during the CHRIST
season of caring, let us not discard ANY CHRISTED
BEING for some religious-order RELIGION. Let us rejoice
in brotherhood that we may begin a new journey toward
LIGHT and LOVE, as we move into your counting days
which you will call year one of the new millennium. This
can be a millennium of growth and beauty beyond your
imagining, or you can continue down the path toward
destruction—but God has more faith in humankind than do
most of you, so, let us acclaim the opportunities of
wondrous goodness.
I would offer, you in the Philippines, that you need to
attend things rather rapidly, for the Khazarian Elite already
have shifted focus to your paradisiacal shores and await to
gobble up businesses in 100% foreign ownership as is being
structured in Estrada’s con-con game. This is the way the
final gong is sounded on an economic structure and for
final enslavement of a people.
God has provided that you of the Philippines CAN BE
FIRST to reap the abundance of God’s Plan (2000), if you
choose to do so. God does not wish to own 100% of
anything as an “alien investor”. Neither do our people wish
to own anything, except as it might help get established
needy programs.
This has been incredibly difficult to bring to final
stages in a timely manner, and we still have a long way to
go before we “sleep”. However, the foundation for allowing
this to WORK is accomplished, if we do our final tasks, for
much of the further work was already accomplished against
this day, so that movement might be quickly established.
There need not even be an argument over percentages
of ownership by “foreign” entities, for the Philippines will
have the wherewithal to simply buy first. All you will need,
after we conclude our program infrastructure, is “right of
first refusal”. And in that line of options, there will be no
NEED for refusal.
And yes, Philippines, we have backup engineers,
systems and designers to give professional assistance.
They wait, ready, willing and eager to serve. You do not
need to reinvent the wheel and the infrastructures
presented in your already-established programs to offer
the security and basic ability to MOVE SMARTLY
AHEAD. THE WORLD WILL WITNESS THE
RISING OF THAT “OLD” NEW JERUSALEM YOU
WANTED, RIGHT OUT OF THE LAND OF MU—IF
WE KEEP TO THE FOCUS AND DO NOT FAINT
WITH THE ASSAULTS.
I caution all of you to not jump the gun too much as
regards Native-American communities. We can move
smartly on with establishing contacts who can see and
want to serve the Native Brotherhood, first and foremost,
and then we have to wait; and when we have capability,

we will have the ones with “abilities”. Little Crow still
waits for his call, and the work must be DONE WITHIN
THE COMMUNITY, ITSELF. It is as with the
Philippines, the Filipinos and Filipinas MUST DO
THEIR OWN. This is a time of brotherhood, joint work
and accomplishment, but we must never again allow one
man, without moral integrity, to rise again to strangle
those he so-chooses, to destroy in property and enslave
in soul.
This does indicate, factually, that JUST knowing
about wrong is NOT ENOUGH. You must have ability
to change things in a way in which you create PEACE
and not greater WAR. The ANTAGONISTS must be
put down and contained and, yes, this CAN be done, as
soon as man can grow again into his potential of that
which is GOD in realization. That means one WITH
and not one SUPERIOR TO.
We are ALL “soul-mates”, so face it. And, in so
being, we don’t screw around with the souls and dreams
of any OTHER. And, yes, as a “society” made up of
men and women of integrity, the outrageous
misconceptions can be brought back into line and
acceptable interchange through responsibility to ONE
ANOTHER. When that happens, friends, the rest takes
its proper place and Lighted direction.
Do “my” human people doing this major work want
bowing and scraping while facing southwest, or
southeast or something? No, they wish to get on about
our Father’s work, with hopes that no notice is ever
made outside our own family of co-workers. We share
equally in accomplishment when we do, indeed,
accomplish our goals, step by tedious step.
“Well,” you might note, “it sure took long enough to
get to here.” Yes, about 10 billion yearns. But, isn’t it
wondrous to be able to participate in such a wondrous
play? And, as to you who have played the dastardly,
dark roles? Somebody had to do it! Ideas flow when a
concept or methodology is challenged or a person of
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critical importance is put under fire. So, for you who
thought you could just build your fires big and nasty,
Doris is born as a “water” baby under your horoscope
games. Water extinguishes fire, for you who follow such
things with interest. And this should well comfort her,
as opposed to you who would toss her into the fire-andbrimstone of the hell you have tried to create to break
her. It didn’t ever work; it is NOT working, and never
SHALL it work. This is simply put here as a matter of
interest to her, as much as a warning to you who torment
and destroy. She will always invoke the Creator God,
and this is where the tormentors failed to use good
judgment.
Can’t we just now begin to envision the next
“Odyssey”? Ah, indeed: “...and in that time, out of the
lands of the Sea of Peace, arose a new nation, under
God, with liberty and Justice for all, newly re-birthed in
Freedom that all mankind might seek freely his
happiness...”. “And the Light shone down upon that
place of the new cities and people of LIGHT. And
then...throughout the whole of the world, new nations
sprang forth according to the balance and laws of the
ancestors, our ancient ones...and for a very long time
man experienced peace, justice and brotherhood...”. You
are moving INTO REALITY and coming up out of the
lie of the illusion—AND THIS IS THE TRUTH OF IT.
Yes, indeed, there may well be shame for the evil;
however, face it, nobody has to remain in the evil pit—
that placement is of their own doing and for as long as
they choose. It is a time of glory, and it would seem
wise to get thee up out of that hole, that we might all
experience in brotherhood.
So, again, you who asked why it took and takes so
confounded LONG? YOU!
May OUR “2002 Odyssey” not have to end with a
marble slab! Salu!
Dad
dharma
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A Global Association
Is Now Established
11/20/99—#1
Hatonn—Yes, I do have a message for Fatima,
Dharma. She doesn’t need to hear from me through
this route but, indeed, every one (each) needs some
reassurances as they find a need to “let go” a bit—
and yet, not being able to see the whole, find
frustrations and stress within, as we pick our way
through this startup phase of CHANGE.
I won’t speak directly, for there is no secret here,
but I want nothing taken out of context and to write
some “private” message often presents as a wrong
assumption or impression.
We structured the association with it uppermost in
mind that what needs to be accomplished on each
“separate” construction can flow well and not overlap
onto another’s already established program.
We need that which satisfies the needs, in this
instance, of the Association (GAA—which still reads
GAIA), which establishes the first affiliated STEP
toward ability to have other International/National
ASSOCIATIONS/ALLIANCES without undue
reference to any ONE participant.
It is structured so that it should not interfere with
any other program, say by Tinig, to accomplish
anything but will, in fact, keep clear of pressures
UNDER ALL LAWS AND REGULATIONS.
With Fatima in the position we have structured,
her Tinig people can keep ongoing viewing of what
is taking place and accomplish their programs more
easily. Even though our structure here with GAA
may appear to be a deviation from that original
program, if careful thought is given to our program
now forming, it gives privacy and freedom of far
greater ability to function within all systems in every
nation.
I ask that my team not get stressed too much, but
allow us to freely discuss and then move in ways that
support, instead of distract.
E.J., get Fatima a couple of bottles of OxySol,
one for her and one for “The Old Man”, and get
some more on order ASAP. We can’t supply
everyone yet, but it should be one of our first
products in the Philippines as a natural supplement.
Yes, people are dying from suffocation and this stress,
at present, even though it is good “stress”, is oxygensnatching in a big way. We need to just make it
through here, please. By the way, OxySol will clear
the Alzheimer’s problem, as oxygen will be enhanced
and the “connections”, which run on same, will be
reconnected. You cannot survive, humans, in an
oxygen-free environment. You can even live without
water for a while and food for even longer—but
YOU MUST HAVE OXYGEN! So be it.
You may, yes, just leave this in the writing that
goes on the e-mail. We will protect our people. We
can begin, as soon as any funds flow, to get started

on the Dria production, colloids and OxySol here in
the Philippines. These are singularly OUR
PRODUCTS, and we will produce them at a price all
can better afford and without having to import them.
As we can afford to establish it here, we will get
Lester involved and we can establish production in
New Zealand, Australia, etc., etc. We were and are
only waiting for the circumstances to be proper. We
are not going to allow this to be abused, as it has
been, by our own people, yet. GOD IS NOW
AMONG YOU AND THINGS WILL BE
CHANGING RAPIDLY HENCEFORTH.
OXYSOL
MISCELLANEOUS: I might speak up right here
and now and remind you seekers of more oxygen for
your cells that you already have the most efficient and
effective producer of same, for your body, in
OXYSOL.
In fact, I have even better news for you OxySol
users, the Liquid Crystal (Diamond, if you will)
carries both the conversion to oxygen AND has the
programming to facilitate DNA/RNA uptake of
individual hosts. The converted gold and silver—and
other colloidalized minerals—are also borne in
solution by catalytic colloidalization.
We did surely write about this when we set forth
the product and it is, in fact, WHY you named it
“OxySol”, as in oxygen solution. The end product is
totally stable.
So, you see, you really do find the “diamonds in
your own back yard”!
Yes, I know, this is the “hottest” thing on the
market, and yes, indeed, you are a species with an
amazingly low available oxygen supply, considering
that your systems are created to uptake twice to five
times as much as you get. In city areas—such as Los
Angeles and Bakersfield and, when the smog comes
in, New York, Manila, Athens, Johannesburg—
anywhere, especially where old diesel-fueled vehicles
are piled up, you are running on almost zilch oxygen
supplies. Worse, the carbon dioxides and monoxides
are further pulling oxygen from what is left in the air
or in your physical bodies. And no, even if you get
extra oxygen for breathing, it is not sufficient, for the
minute you hang up the oxygen tube you will note a
rapid decline of physical response.
I have just SHOWN Dharma and E.J. a full
presentation of the mechanism through which this
works, if added to Gaiandriana as taken within the
Drias. We add all this to the Dria “bath” or amniotic
fluid. (Drias are LIVING cells.)
But, in the hubbub of living, these wondrous
things we have offered are forgotten.
Dharma set the Drias to re-creation here in
Manila. She added the typical several drops of
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colloids to the bath and then, when she got to the
OxySol, the bottle slipped a bit and she got perhaps
a whole teaspoon into the mix. Since the solution
was new, there was only a one-third solution of
Gaiandriana in the water, which had been boiled and
filtered through a Brita apparatus. She had also
filtered it a second time (through paper filters),
because she had some problems with airborne algae
and free floating mold.
The solution was crystal clear, as would be
expected. This was mid-afternoon and the incubation
jar was placed in the brightest window. The next
morning it was sparklingly brilliant in clarity. Less
than one hour later, as the saturation of drias
completed multiplication, the solution turned golden
bronze in color. This lasted two days, faded into a
beautiful, soft, purple color and faded then into an
iridescent sort of silvery transparency; it is now
moving totally back to living transparency.
So no, you do not get the same actual response
from the Gaiandriana solution as from OxySol on an
immediate basis, BECAUSE the Drias have
reconverted the minerals into living cells.
If the staff can resurrect the articles we wrote on
these products years back and rerun them, it would be
very good.
Right now there seem to be some inquiries about
our products, as the opposition team once again tries
to inform you readers that New Gaia’s products are
poor. No, they are wondrous in quality—as only God
Creator can offer—and you certainly can assume or
respond any way you choose, but you are listening to
the WRONG INFORMERS when they call you to
inform you that you are getting bad products from
New Gaia. We claim to heal nothing, cure nothing
and offer no medicines or chemicals in anything.
YOU ARE THE HEALER, IF YOU HEAL—YOU
AND GOD. WE, AT BEST, CAN OFFER A FEW
TOOLS, WHICH MAY MAKE YOU MORE ABLE
TO ACCOMPLISH YOUR BETTER STATE OF
GOOD HEALTH.
So, do I suggest you add more OxySol to your
Gaiandriana? No. The perfect balance is already
present, for the cells will only take up, in their
maturation process, the required amounts, and any
additional is unnecessary but will simply be
converted; so, you would be “safe” in doing so, but
unless you have somehow contaminated the solution
(which is very difficult to accomplish), you can add
a few drops, if you so choose. Once combined and
converted, however, you do not have the same
AVAILABLE properties, for the drias turn all
presented particulate into pure dria cells.
When you are searching for “other” healing
helpers, you want separate qualities. Over a period of
time, the Gaiandriana will assist in replacing mutated
cells within the body and thus also increase the quality
of the immune system greatly. However, OxySol will
immediately purify and increase the oxygen content of
your body cells.
Will we put these things on the market to a
broader extent? Yes, but not as long as we have
deceivers and lying cheats in the organization who are
out for revenge and destruction, rather than working
toward goodness and beneficial assistance to their
fellowman.
Once again, in their efforts to cover their own
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deceptive activities, the Spectrum Kids of the Rainbow
have set forth to DESTROY that which is
GOODNESS. This deprives YOU of that which is
wondrous for your own use. These self-proclaimed
“enemies” of God are not just cute, readers; they act
in actual “criminal” ways to both deceive and destroy
those whom they now pronounce as their enemies.
They have lifestyles which are not acceptable,
even in the pressures and deceptions foisted off on
ones who will listen and take actions at their urgings.
It is fine with me, friends, but they are not usually too
healthy, and certainly, it is unwise to tag along doing
what they suggest, as in actual actions, for such will
“cost” you greatly.

however, be most careful in our methods, in order to
protect both the assets and the people. LEARN,
FRIENDS, FROM EVERY CIRCUMSTANCE,
THAT YOU MAY BRING PERFECTION INTO
YOUR SHIELDS, BOTH PROPERLY BENEFICIAL
AND IN SECURITY, I.E., PROTECTION OF
PROPERTY AND PERSON.
And to you who are doing such a magnificent job
of presenting a paper from less than nothing (as to
experience): YOU HAVE COME TO PRODUCE
THE BEST PRODUCT ON THE MARKET AND
THE “ONLY” ONE OF ITS KIND. I KNOW
THAT; YOU MUST ACTUALLY, CONTINUALLY,
COME INTO THAT REALIZATION FOR YOUR
OWN SECURITY.
Most of you have no WISH to attend a paper but
have taken the responsibility, for someone(s) had to
do it or lose it to the Bandits. There most certainly
WILL BE, as we move on, the getting of other,
professional help to continue the paper, so that you,
now in place, can take up other options for service as
opportunities present. Funds bring relief. Money, my
dears, is not evil—only people can be evil. You
MUST have whatever commodity is accepted as
EXCHANGE in value and product acquisition. Keep
your desires balanced and your goals toward God,
and get all of the “stuff” of exchange that you can
acquire and PUT IT TO POSITIVE USE. The only
thing you want to stay put is the fundamental valuebase (usually gold) upon which to base that currency
that you will IMMEDIATELY get into circulation to
build and grow.
Now, you ask about P.C.? No, I do not wish to
address ANYTHING at this time as to his personage.
Rumors you hear are often structured misinformation.
There are so many “games” being played and so
much “cover-up”, where, actually, there is not any
need for such, but I can only honor Pierre for that
which he offered freely through the years to assist in
the most appropriate way HE COULD SEE TO
SERVE. I refuse to have him drawn into any
possible confrontation and, certainly, not until things
are better settled on the home front. I can tell you,
however, that he is “alive and well”. I find that
rumors started in such a circumstance might well
WAKE UP PIERRE. The little devils just get nastier
and nastier—as they lose one stupid game after
another. My hope is that Pierre will awaken and
realize his predicament and USE SOME OF THAT
WISDOM OF THE RAYS PROPERLY AND
PERSONALLY.
No, I don’t need you to await confirmation. Let
us be just a bit daring. Remember that LIES are the
games of choice by the adversarial miscreants.
Things will be moving rapidly, as already
underway, so I can only ask you of my team to stay
flexible. We will be needing assistance here in setting
up facilities and, since we do not need to reinvent the
wheel every time we change location, we will need
some backup from those of you who already KNOW
how to do things.
As quickly as we have some stable funds flowing,
I think we can acquire sufficient assistance to get the
paper out, etc. We will not be hamstrung by the
adversary very much longer.
But we act
appropriately and wisely in our endeavors, whatever
they might be.

TRANCE FORMATION...
Please, CONTACT, get in touch with Mark
Phillips and ask him to pick and choose what he
wants run “in sequence” from his and Cathy’s book,
and let us also begin to run that, in series, as well as
Immaculate Deception. That information needs to also
be brought forth, again, as you head for new elections
and people need choices where they can find input of
value.
Is Bush my enemy? No, I have no enemies.
Will there be repercussions? At this time, we are
just breaking forth in major distribution increase,
globally, so there should be no major backlash.
However, the reason we wish to start running these
things NOW is to have again available information,
which can be utilized in decision-making, prior to the
next U.S. elections.
I do not “judge” a man. Certainly, with “George
Bush”, it is a fact that that which will SALVAGE
your world—as to economy and ability to reverse the
downward spiral—was, in part, placed into validation,
with the very central product for such recovery, by
him and his team. Was world recovery the point in
their workings? YES, it just wasn’t quite the kind of
recovery which will be birthed.
People, I RESPECT MY ADVERSARIES AND
AVOWED “ENEMIES”; I DO NOT HATE THEM.
I LOVE THAT WHICH THEY DO IN
PRESENTATION WHICH CAN BE BROUGHT
INTO GOODLY USE FOR MANKIND. SOME
DAY YOU WILL LEARN THE DIFFERENCES IN
THESE EMOTIONAL STANCES—AND EVIL
WILL SIMPLY BEGIN TO BECOME
INSIGNIFICANT. GOD CREATES; EVIL
MANIPULATES AND DESTROYS—AND ANY
PARTICIPANT “CAN” UTILIZE EITHER
PRODUCT PRESENTED. GOD WILL PERFECT
THE PRODUCT; EVIL WILL TRY TO GAIN
CONTROL, THROUGH FORCE, OF THE USE OF
IT. AND, THEREFORE, WHEN YOU BECOME
DISTRACTED IN YOUR CONFUSION, YOU ERR
(SIN) BECAUSE YOU, BY THE CHOICE OF THE
NEGATIVE ATTITUDE AND ASSUMPTION,
WILL “ACT” IN A NEGATIVE MANNER AND
EVEN MOVE ON INTO THE “CRIMINAL”
ACTIVITIES. THAT HAPPENS BECAUSE OF
THE VERY NATURE OF EVIL, ITSELF.
We will move forward and get Phillips’ assistance
ASAP, as we overcome the mischievous activities of
the miscreants, who pulled out of our camp while
trying to steal the entire camp itself. We will now,
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In the shipment with the OxySol, please send at
least an additional 2-3 bottles of Gaiandriana and a
couple of Aquagaia. E.J., get a couple or three more
jars and let’s get some starters, please. I believe you
have to accept that you will be in the area, at least off
and on, for some time, and we can be up and ready
to start producing quickly, if we have a starter “seed”
ready to go.
If you handle the other matter of help in funds
immediately, you can cover the interim necessities of
the “Center” rent and a few other, smaller needs, like
the farm lease and immediate help, as necessary, for
shipping costs, etc. I suggest that the proceeds
immediately be utilized as needed, per the request of
the provider. Assist Brad, and place in his trust
account all that is necessary to protect, but get him
some funds to, at the least, partially help him hold,
until we can get funds transferred in useful
commodity. As we are learning, you can have oodles
and bunches of funds in the bank—and still be unable
to access them, until the bank releases them.
Yes, you should still have a good Thanksgiving,
and a better Christmas/New Year.
You can expect the electronic mail to have a
myriad of cute problems so, for anything really
important, be prepared to send with other than those
networks after the New Year dawns. It should work
through the games and hacker-tweakers in only a few
days, and then we can get back to the regular way of
shipping material (my writings) through to the
CONTACT staff.
You might want to be basically ready with a
couple of weeks of paper articles, or even rerun
articles, if necessary—OR SIMPLY SKIP A
COUPLE OF ISSUES, as we sort through and work
through the blips.
We can’t start much of any major anything until
after the first of the year, simply due to pressures and
locations, so don’t be pushing rivers; any additional
pressure “ahead of its time” will only slow us, not
make a thing faster. We have all of year 2000 to start
our things for creation in Plan 2000. We use your
counting methods to synchronize our undertakings.
Just take your OxySol and get yourselves ready,
willing and able to proceed.
Does anyone other than myself and our
immediate team find it interesting that, right now, we
hear from Ronn Jackson AND Russbacher? Still
think nothing is taking place, chelas? How do you get
word across a globe? And yes, indeed, I do intend to
assist the “Freemen” but by bringing them into a
more viable method of approach. Leave it alone,
please.
ON THE HOUSE FRONT
Thank you for sending the pictures of the house
and move. It was as painful a realization as anything
to date, but the acceptance has settled in, now, in
viewing the incredible reality.
I am pleased that both Doris and E.J. viewed it
first through grateful hearts—and unbelievable
appreciation to friends and family for accomplishing
the major part of that which was totally impossible in
getting that major evacuation accomplished.
There always needs to be the grieving, the
realization and then the healing. All three can now be
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accomplished in a sort of separation from the impact.
The weeping is necessary, the healing is necessary
and, above all, the REALITY is necessary.
The “dead body” can now rest for a while, as
things and details are worked through appropriately
within the law, but the brunt of the devastation has
been faced, and we can move on without distractions
of such major proportions.
You who put things into what security you could
can rest, also, for we can just hold the things in the
Center until further decisions can be made—for yes,
we are going to make it BIG, just as I always
promised. We do not jeopardize our positions,
however, ever, in order to make a “moment” more
convenient. By not meeting the demands of the
moment, as the adversary planned, my team is still in
place, we have a Global Association ESTABLISHED
and, if worse (or better) came to worse (or best), our
program will be able to move directly ahead—IN
GOOD HANDS ATTACHED TO ENTITIES WITH
RIGHT INTENTS.
We have alternate Directors who can instantly
step right into any void which might happen (but it
won’t be necessary) in the GAIA corporation, and
now—with the startup of Associations with our
honorable chosen to head the team—the load is being
shifted, and Ekkers can, at the least, breathe a bit
easier as to freedom of their persons, as responsibility
is eased. The program will go forward, no matter
what happens. I remind you, “Old corporations (or
Associations) never die, they just get a new President,
et al.”
However, other ongoing business things are taking
place, so this Association is only a Central Bank
clearance. We do not, have not and shall not set all
eggs into the Easter Bunny’s tote-bag.
It has, yes, been an “impossible” feat to get to
here, and we have accomplished it since May, so
please know that God has not been idle. IN SIX
MONTHS WE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED THE
IMPOSSIBLE MIRACLE—SO HOLD IT IN YOUR
HEARTS, FOR YOU HAVE DONE IT UNDER
THE WORST AND MOST MISERABLE
PERSONAL ASSAULTS MEANT TO DESTROY
US. AND, PRECIOUS ONES, IN YOUR SLANG
LANGUAGE: “YOU AIN’T SEEN NUTHIN’
YET!”
Dharma, I would leave this now, for I believe you will
find other things needing attention, and it would be good
if Fatima could have this today. You all need support, and
I have had to cause you to do this on your own thought
and production, for it is HUMAN that has to accomplish
this ultimate cleansing and renewal. It is a job well done,
my precious compatriots, so please accept my most humble
appreciation and gratitude.
I salute you (Salu) and bid you Adonai. This is
the PORTAL, chelas, right here, right NOW. (Au dai
pa da cum.)
The Christ has returned and is again at ready to
be rebirthed within the hearts and living souls of
human. May you not miss your opportunity to
experience this JOY AND GLORY. AS MAN
AWAKENS, HE WILL TAKE UP HIS STAFF AND
THIS SHALL COME TO PASS IN YOUR DAY
UPON THE LIVING EARTH.
Father Aton
dharma
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The Nature Of EVIL
11/15/99—#1
GOOD MORNING, MANILA
Hatonn—Paradoxes: If we say “Good morning,
Manila”, we must then say “Good Evening, U.S.A.”
and so forth around the globe. Ah, but there is where
the paradox ends and the prime example of FACT
begins—IN
THE
INSTANT
BEING
EXPERIENCED, AROUND THE GLOBE, IS
ONLY THE “NOW”. Perhaps a “flat” world with no
“time zones” is, after all, a better and more accurate
description of “what is”?
And what of actions? Actions are the effect of
thought (cause). Are there not as many thoughts as
there are people as individuals on the globe? Are
there, then, not as many “actions” as there are people
on the globe as well? Even if there were only one
thought per day, per individual, A LOT OF
THOUGHTS AND AS MANY, AT LEAST,
ACTIONS flow freely and constantly forth.
When, therefore, you find a world unbalanced by
negative thoughts and activities, you have a
movement toward “evil”; but, know, God of
“goodness” and “Creation/Creator” wins the ultimate
prevailing position in what you like to call a “battle of
good and evil”. Even if a “skirmish” seems to be
lost, it ISN’T. Skirmishes are simply training
exercises.
“Good” or “Bad” are not considered here as
“valid” terms and are only slightly surpassed by
“Right” or “Wrong” as definitive terms relative to
actions. THOUGHT, however, precedes every action,
so we can only define “Good” vs. “Evil” through
explicit meaning.
DELIBERATE EVIL CAN EASILY BE
CLASSIFIED AS “THE LIE”. An absolute
contradiction as to fact, by two parties, is lack of
perception, or one is lying and the other bears truth.
It is, however, possible to simply have a difference of
perception of an incident. A manufactured LIE is
deliberate and IS EVIL. Actions under assumption of
THAT LIE then become more and more EVIL.
When people become more and more liars, they
are becoming more and more EVIL at the same time.
When this is practiced as a habit or “passes the point
of no return”, you have DISEASE (without [dis]
ease).
Evil, by its presence, is narcissism (selfattunement). Narcissism that excludes all except that
which bows to SELF at all times and in every firstchosen action is MALIGNANT narcissism.
“Malignant” indicates a negative circumstance.
WITHIN THE GARDEN OF “GOOD” AND “EVIL”
First we will clear a GROSS bit of
INFORMATION: GOD DID NOT TELL ADAM
AND EVE TO NOT PARTAKE OF THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE. And, therefore, this is why the
parable has so much meaning. Who or what was
supposedly in THAT TREE? Ah, indeed, the serpent!
And, of course, there was no snake up the apple tree
in point. Scribes and stenographers usually sit at a

desk where the teacher or author is expounding words
to control his students—or mislead them, whichever
comes first.
GOD
ALWAYS
TELLS
EVERY
EXPERIENCING HUMAN BEING TO GET
KNOWLEDGE.
HE ADVISES EVERY
INDIVIDUAL TO GAIN ALL THE KNOWLEDGE
POSSIBLE ABOUT “EVERY” SUBJECT, EVERY
INCIDENT, EVERY ENCOUNTER. THEN,
WEIGH THE INFORMATION IN TRUTH,
BALANCE AND EVIDENCE, AND “JUDGE IT
CAREFULLY” (EVALUATE). So your instructions,
experiencing travelers, have been totally incorrect and
meant to deceive you from onset of your journey on
planetary adventures.
We can go to the cute observation that “evil” is
“live” spelled backwards (in English, that is, but in no
other language). This works well for my purposes
because EVIL has to do with killing that which
“lives”. But, do NOT rest easy, readers, for this does
not have very much to do with actual or corporeal
murder. EVIL IS ALSO THAT WHICH KILLS
SPIRIT.
There are various essential attributes of life—
particularly human life—such as mobility,
consciousness, growth will, autonomy, sentience,
awareness, etc. It IS possible to kill or attempt to kill
any one or all of these attributes, without actually
destroying the body, itself. So, you can “break” a
kitten, a horse or a child without harming or even
touching a hair on its body or head.
The terms used for this process are also varied to
fit the observations of the viewer, i.e., some
recognized physicians refer to this “destruction by
‘breaking’” as “necrophilia”. This is a recognition of
certain people to control others—to make them
controllable, to foster their dependency, to discourage
their capacity to think for themselves, to diminish their
unpredictability and originality, to keep them in line.
Here you will have to distinguish this particular
description from “biophilic” as in “a biophilic
person”, who is one who appreciates and fosters the
variety of life forms and the uniqueness of the
individual. He demonstrates a “necrophilic character
type” whose aim it is to avoid the
INCONVENIENCE OF LIFE by transforming others
into obedient automatons and robbing them of their
humanity—especially their thinking for self or
appropriately acting only in Truth.
Taking this a step further, then, how can any
person IN THE LIE act differently than he is taught?
Well, because the LIE is always exactly that, some
form of lie. It will not measure well against TRUTH
or FACT. You can have 10 observers of an event
and you will, in FACT, get some measure of LIE
regarding the absolutes of the incident itself,
fabricated. This is because of PERCEPTION. You
can only PERCEIVE in absolute terms that to which
you have no connection “emotionally”, total noninvolvement with persons or events—and have no
knowledge regarding either.
Notwithstanding this FACT of human perception,
evil rears its head because every perceiver has
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preconceived ideas about “everything”. This is
FACT, because there is NOTHING NEW, AND
YOU CAN ONLY FUNCTION OR ACCEPT THAT
WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN TAUGHT—UNTIL
YOU CHOOSE TO FIND OUT TRUTH AND
FACT AND CHANGE YOUR PERCEPTION.
The major error in failure to find out factual
Truth—PRIOR TO TAKING ACTION ON THAT
BASIS OF POSSIBLE LIE—is that “in the Lie” you
will blunder badly as Truth surfaces. And HERE,
you are dealing with the “Law of Entropy”. Simply
put, truth and lie may well be in the pile of choices
and debris, BUT TRUTH WILL, AS WILL
ENTROPY, EVENTUALLY COME TO THE
SURFACE. Evil intent “CANNOT” forever prevail,
and I hope herein to have given you a bit of guideline
assistance in romping through this Garden in which
you find selves.
Evil, then, at least for this moment, can be
defined as “that force, residing either inside or outside
of human beings, that seeks TO KILL LIFE OR
LIVELINESS”.
GOODNESS IS ITS OPPOSITE. GOODNESS
IS THAT WHICH PROMOTES LIFE AND
LIVELINESS.
An easy TEST for consideration of any “event” or
“action”—or even prattling information as to correct
or incorrect—can be measured against these two
presented FACTS. Does the act itself set forth to
destroy, damage or hurt, or does it create goodness
and life? If you take from another that which offers
“life” sustenance, shelter or “living”, when there ARE
CHOICES otherwise—IT IS EVIL in thought and, if
followed through with action, it then becomes EVIL
ACTION.
Even if you have NO FACTS regarding the
matter, YOU DO KNOW THAT WHICH WOULD
HURT, DAMAGE OR DESTROY VS. THAT
WHICH OFFERS PEACE, BALANCE AND
GOODNESS. If you are having to judge a
circumstance and CLAIM TO BE OF GOODNESS,
in business or any other interchange, you will not
allow that which destroys to be a part of your action.
You will exhaust every recognized opportunity to
resolve the circumstances to mutual BENEFIT—and
not intentional infliction of loss or pain to THAT
OTHER.

man SAYS. It only matters what a man DOES.
Until there is ample ability to read INTENTIONS
(thoughts), only GOD CREATOR AND SELF know
what is within the reality of the producing mind. The
mind can, however, be easily READ by watching that
which a person routinely presents and how he/she
presents it. If a man will steal $5, he would more
likely move on to steal $5 million—if he can “idea”
a way to hide his “evil” intent and actions.
If the human individual wants to “get revenge”
for perceived wrongs against himself, he will go to
ANY lengths to kill the targeted personages in the
most hurtful ways he can devise. This is easily
defined as Malignant Narcissistic EVIL. By the time
it reaches this category-10 quake zone, it is beyond
“disease” and actually into total obsession (demonic
possession). In other words, the facts are known by
the perpetrating individual, but the lies and actions of
evil continue to pile up, while the defense of self
becomes so incredibly absurd and childishly immature
as to be both obvious and ASTOUNDING. WHEN
CAUGHT IN HIS THOUGHTS AND ACTIONS,
THIS EVIL INDIVIDUAL WILL CONTINUE TO
BLAME (SCAPEGOAT) IN EVER MORE
INCONCEIVABLE WAYS. HE WILL THEN
SUCK ALL HE CAN GATHER WITHIN HIS
CIRCLE OF “THE LIE”, TO SOMEHOW GIVE
MORE “CREDIBILITY” TO HIS NONCREDIBILITY.
Through it all, however, these PEOPLE OF THE
LIE are PARASITES, so their actions must be
infrastructured AROUND “someone(s)” who can
support or host the activities. As an example: A man
who has nothing, but needs funding, will go to
someone he can “manage” or someone who will
accept his lies and offer wherewithal and
circumstances
to
SERVE
THE
EVIL
DELINQUENTS AND MISCREANTS.

GOD AND “CHRIST”
GOD IS AN ENERGY AND CHRIST IS THAT
BEINGNESS OR PERFECTION OF GOD
CREATOR. “CHRIST” IS NOT A NAME FOR
ANYONE—IT IS A “STATE OF BEING OR
ACTING WITHIN ‘CHRISTLY’ GUIDELINES”.
The next thing up from that fact is that you are a
“created” entity within the energy flow of GOD
CREATOR. This makes YOU a creating reflection
or representation of experiencing GOD CREATOR.
That accepted, you can go further and realize YOUR
LIKENESS WITHIN/TO GOD.
With that
recognition, if taken seriously, you MUST then accept
the responsibility that YOU are godly beings! That
further means that human life IS OF SACRED
IMPORTANCE. CHRISTNESS is LIFE. EVIL is
DEATH. And thus, you have the split right down the
middle of “ACTIONS”.
Facts also are that it matters not a whit what a

CHRIST—SATAN
In representing a considered “Christed” entity, we
will simply do as YOU do and refer to the
“personage” as Christ. Some of you will consider
your prophets and teachers, of Light, as “Christ” and
this does bring a proper focus onto the description,
itself. We will speak, then, of the counterpart
(opposite in term or label)—Satan.
Christ represents LIFE. In the personification of
the one you called “Jesus” (a wrong name, but herein
it suffices), he did express a very important phrase,
“Let the dead bury their dead.” In other words, he
was interested in the SPIRIT OF LIFE, in liveliness.
And OF SATAN he said: “He was a murderer (this
includes spirit) from the beginning.” Evil has nothing
to do with NATURAL DEATH; it is concerned only
with UNNATURAL death, with “MURDER” of the
body or the spirit.
If I stress points here, it is because you must take
your human life so seriously that you also take
HUMAN EVIL FAR MORE SERIOUSLY—
SERIOUSLY ENOUGH TO STUDY IT WITH ALL
THE MEANS AT YOUR COMMAND,
INCLUDING THE METHODS OF SCIENCE. And
yes, of course, evil can actually be defined and
observed and, now, described quite scientifically. It
IS a ghastly REALITY, readers.
We must all dedicate our own focus and activities
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TO LIFE—MORE ABUNDANT LIFE.
The only really important reason to recognize
human evil, or give it attention in this way, is to heal
it wherever you can do so and, when you cannot, to
study it further, so that you can discover how it might
be healed in specific instances. Eventually, you
would wish to wipe its ugliness off the face of the
Earth.
This does NOT meet with the New Age
Movement, however, of total allowance,
unconditional acceptance, lie if you will, cheat if you
will, take as you will, do whatever physically feels
good and accept evil as a part of accepted living
patterns.
GOD LOVES “ABSOLUTELY”. God, however,
has given a lot of guidelines of acceptable good
behavior and points out the evil traps to be avoided,
if you are to remain within HIS “ELECT”. This does
not mean that God does not continue to love the one
in deliberate evil intent; it means that God neither
condones nor loves the actions of evil. NOTE I USE
THE WORDS “...NOR LOVES THE ACTIONS...”.
IT IS YOU, HUMAN, CHANGERS OF
DEFINITIONS, WHO HAVE DESTROYED THE
MEANING OF THE WORD “LOVE” TO SUIT
YOUR PREFERENCES FOR AMBIGUITY, OR
CONDONEMENT OF EVIL INTENT AND
ACTIONS.
It IS valid, perhaps, to say “Unconditional Love”,
but you have manufactured that term to be accepting
of anything and everything, without “conditions”.
CONFUSION
GOD IS, AND GOD IS CLARITY. CHRIST IS
THE LIGHT OF TRUTH.
EVIL PRESENTS CONFUSION; SATAN IS
THE “PRINCE OF CONFUSION”.
It had best be realized, right up front, as to what
happens in typical experiences or situations called
“circumstances”.
When confronted by evil, THE WISEST AND
MOST SECURE ADULT will usually experience
CONFUSION. You can just imagine—if totally
adult and often mature individuals, who are actually
goodly in nature and expression, are confused—
WHAT HAPPENS TO CHILDREN IN SUCH
CIRCUMSTANCES.
If a child sees a parent (god, if you will, to a
child) doing questionable things, i.e., taking that which
is NOT HIS—what is the child to do? The child has
usually been “told” to not lie, cheat, steal or do bad
things (defined pretty much by societal limitations and
PARENTAL lying). Ah, but the child is personal
eyewitness to the total contradiction IN THE
PARENT—who may actually cause the child to
participate in the ACTUAL theft or unlawful activity
and, at the very least, may be around as an observer.
The child then must be submerged in CONFUSION
and finds himself in a most remarkable choice in his
own survival. He must “unconditionally accept” the
adult actions or perish. He sees no in-between. This
is WHY, in the games of “getcha”—as is happening
on Adam Dr. in Tehachapi—the “evil” takers bring
their children, who now MUST BELIEVE THE
ACTIONS TO BE RIGHT OR, SURELY, MOM/
DAD WOULDN’T BE INVOLVED. THIS IS
MORE COMPOUNDING OF THE ACTUAL “EVIL”.
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If the contradictions have been present before the child
for a very long time and from a very early age, you will
have children producing all manners of deficit disorders and
actual misbehaviors—even directed most notably against
the parent most resented. The child will actually “grow
outside” that which is acceptable “right” behavior and
become “criminally” oriented. The child KNOWS the
actions are not “right” but no longer cares, for he has
witnessed the total abandonment of consistent teachings/
actions of his role models.
In a circumstance where the earliest teachings may well
have been from responsible individuals, say, grandparents,
there may be established a better sense of “right vs.
wrong”, which will prevail for a while when tossed back
into the arena with the evil “doers”. Eventually, the child
will do that which is presented or exampled (sometimes by
force of circumstances, or force in its physical-abuse mode)
by the “caretakers”. In either circumstance, however, the
growing child lives within the lie and becomes, AT BEST,
confused.
The adult or older youth will perhaps be incarcerated
for unlawful behavior when CAUGHT and CONVICTED,
at which point the child is less confused—but more
drastically injured in “spirit”.
Rick emotes through “THE WATCHERS” that a child
(like Gail’s) would be disastrously injured to be returned to
grandparents (or taken from the mother’s control). No, this
is NOT correct in assumption or actual FACT. Why?
Because the PARENTS, now accepted as PARENTS
(CAREGIVERS), ARE PRESENTING AND ACTUALLY
PERPETRATING UNLAWFUL AND IMMORAL ACTS,
AND THEN LYING ABOUT IT. The child is brought to
the crime scenes and witnesses the LIES before its own
senses and—although there may not be physical SIGNS of
damage—the confusion is devastating. Worse, the child
KNOWS that what is taking place—even if not aware of
all the ramifications—is wrong and yet must participate.
He/she can’t just “run away” and, wanting to please the
caretakers, WILL PARTICIPATE, and thus becomes ONE
IN THE LIE.
Can you “give TREATMENT” to such people? Well,
not unless the people in point WANT treatment, as they
recognize they have “a problem”. Most evildoers will go
to the very mat to escape recognizing their evilness.
Further, they will pull every ready, willing and able (RWA)
person right to the mat or pit with them—especially
including the child, who KNOWS and, by its mere
presence, there is an awful reflection upon evil actions.
Then, to achieve any value, if “treatment” is
forthcoming, as with an addict, there must be recognition
of the problem and a “need” for change. A person, in other
words, MUST WANT TO CHANGE AND SEEK
CHANGE.
THERE ARE AN ENORMOUS NUMBER OF
PEOPLE IN THE WORLD WITH VERY SERIOUS
AND IDENTIFIABLE PSYCHIATRIC PROBLEMS
WHO, IN A PSYCHIATRISTS’ EYES, ARE
DESPERATELY IN NEED OF TREATMENT BUT
WHO fail to recognize THIS NEED. THEREFORE,
THEY DO NOT GET TREATMENT, EVEN WHEN IT
IS FREELY OFFERED. NOT ALL SUCH PEOPLE
ARE, THEMSELVES, EVIL. In fact, the vast majority are
not intentionally or deliberately “evil”, or, do not recognize
their own attributes or errors in judgments or value
assessments. But it is into this category of persons most
intensely resistant to psychiatric treatment that the
thoroughly evil fall.
I use the recognition of “psychiatrists” because, and

only because, these are the persons by which “treatment”
itself is usually measured. Most psychiatrists are far more
evil and far sicker than any “patient” who comes for
treatment. But we have no other reference suitable and,
therefore, must qualify it but use it.
I can example this very statement: It is a sad state of
affairs, but the fact of the matter is that the healthiest
people—the most honest, whose patterns of thinking are
least distorted—ARE THE VERY ONES EASIEST TO
TREAT WITH PSYCHOTHERAPY AND MOST
LIKELY TO HAVE BENEFIT. Conversely, the sicker the
patients—the more dishonest in their behavior and distorted
in their thinking—the less able is anyone to help them with
any degree of success. When they are VERY
DISTORTED AND DISHONEST, IT BECOMES ALL
BUT IMPOSSIBLE.
A reason this is so, is that you must have a “patient”
WILLING to see and recognize a problem, locate and
isolate the CAUSE, and be willing to CHANGE. Even if,
however, all of these categories are met, these individuals
will cling TO THE LIE and will, therefore, remain willing
participants OF THE LIE—to protect selves from
recognition, being found-out or identified relative to the
evil, itself; and even if in a state of hypnosis, where the
facts are laid bare, they will continue to cover through lies,
fabrications or excuses and bring the focus right back with
them to consciousness and activity.
Any person not ONE WITH THE LIE—who is long
exposed to the activities and lies of the experiencing “evil”
personality—will most often come to a point of
REVULSION in the presence or in the thinking of such
“evil” persons and personalities. Once experiencing “A” lie
from the person, there is an instinctive response or reaction
to believe nothing further offered by the lying individual.
Such individuals of long-entrenched lying, cheating and
thieving learn very early on to keep the individual
encounters quite “confidential”, until they elicit what they
can, and then literally turn on the confidant, while placing
BLAME onto the very one he just betrayed confidence.
THIS IS A MAJOR SIGN OF EVIL. Then comes a subtle
but growing activity presented in ever-increasing volume of
input—to DIVIDE AND CONQUER.
People of this LIE (evil), are quite often able to
identify other evil persons and will gravitate to them like a
magnet, likewise sucking them unto their own evil
intentions. There is often “revulsion” of one evil person for
another but, to keep “covered”, the revulsion is suppressed
but will eventually present itself in violence and a total
betrayal of “the other”. This is called “blame-placing”, but
it actually is the sickest and most qualified act of
“scapegoating”. The more evil of a pair, say, will
dominate, eventually, the weaker of the pair. Any observer
may well miss the nuances, but there is a seething, boiling
cauldron within “both”.
EVIL IS A REAL STATE-OF-BEING, AND
REVULSION IS A MOST CREDIBLE REACTION TO
EVIL BY OTHERS EXPERIENCING ONGOING
INTERCHANGE WITH SUCH INDIVIDUALS. The
physical signs of this revulsion range from a nagging sense
of intuition that “something is amiss”, to actual illness
when exposed to such individuals.
These evil individuals NEVER cease their prattling,
gossiping and fabricating to pit one individual against
others. Partnerships with these evil individuals never
LAST because eventually they are caught in their own
traps. After being caught and having no way of escape,
they will find a way to hide, run, disappear, change their
names and identities and use their beguiling ways to tempt
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you to think them to be but cute children—and DEMAND
forgiveness (not to be forgiven but to be able to continue
in their course of direction).
When you encounter these kinds of people—RUN
THE OTHER WAY AS QUICKLY AND RAPIDLY AS
YOU CAN. THIS IS WHAT IS MEANT BY “PUT
EVIL BEHIND YOU” AND “TURN FROM EVIL”, AS
WELL AS “RECOGNIZE AND CONFRONT EVIL”.
Playing the game WITH the evil-pretenders will dump you
into a terrible loss, both property-wise, as in the “physical”
manifestation AND, ABOVE AND BEYOND ALL,
SPIRITUALLY.
Revulsion within is a very healthy emotional response,
when carefully considered. Revulsion is a powerful
emotion that causes you to immediately want to avoid—to
escape from—the revolting presence. That is exactly the
most appropriate thing for a healthy person to do under
ordinary circumstances when confronted with an evil
presence: get away from it. Evil IS revolting because it is
DANGEROUS. It will contaminate or otherwise destroy a
person who remains too long in its presence. Unless you
know very well what you are doing, the best thing you can
do when faced with evil is to run the other way. The
revulsion counter-transference is an instinctive or, if you
will, GOD-GIVEN, and saving, early-warning radar
system.
The more prominent reaction first shows itself as
CONFUSION. It can begin as a most subtle discomfort.
It creeps up, causing a confusion of feelings regarding the
personality presenting. It is defined as “I felt uncomfortable
with that person...”, or “That person confused me as to his/
her intentions...I couldn’t ‘figure him/her out’...”.
The most remarkable reaction of “targets” of these evil
persons as they encounter the devious entities—usually in
a pious, confidential, all-knowing, lying manner; mouthing
love and light but exuding total hate in a pious,
sickeningly-sweet double-speak—is: “It was as if I’d
suddenly lost my ability to think.”
This is a totally appropriate reaction. Lies DO
confuse. The evil ones are “the people of the lie”,
deceiving others as they also build layer upon layer of
SELF-deception. Anyone experiencing this interchange
MUST STOP AND CONSIDER: “COULD THIS
PERSON BE DOING SOMETHING DELIBERATELY
TO CONFUSE ME?” Check out the possibilities as you
consider the presentation being made. Who is served by
the confusion, what is the desired outcome for the one
doing the confusing, lying and thieving? If there is any
question of actual “illegal and unlawful” activities involved,
or the accusations of same by anyone observing, CHECK
VERY, VERY CAREFULLY, FOR THAT PARTY
FABRICATING, ASKING YOUR HELP IN HIS CAUSE,
IS OF ILL-INTENT—EVERY TIME—NOT
SOMETIMES, EVERY TIME! The only viable question
might remotely be: What is that ill intent and why? Check
out WHO is the recipient of the arrows and slings and what
that other party has to GAIN, even if sheltering cover-up
for prior indiscretions is the only intent at the moment.
BUT, evil breeds evil and feeds upon itself as it collects
others into its clutches—also, EVERY TIME—until
exposed.
But what of “LOVE”? What of it? There is NO
LOVE involved here—only LIES. The admonishment of
the evil person to send “love and light” unto his selfproclaimed “enemy” is SICK. It is total and pure hatred—
and calling it “love” is sick. What might well be stated
silently is: “I totally loathe and hate you, and I am going
to TOTALLY LOVE cutting you down to my size of
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lowness.”
The natural and most intelligent thing is to steer
absolutely clear of this viper’s den and fangs. However,
you are people of the human species and to totally avoid
evil is impossible, for it is a very present danger and
reality.
By the way, you don’t need to stoop to consigning any
evil person to hell with their cohorts—they are already “IN
IT”.
Remember this: God does not punish you; you punish
yourselves. Those who are in hell are there BY THEIR
OWN CHOICE. Indeed, they could walk right out of it if
they so chose, except that their values are such as to make
the path out of hell appear overwhelmingly dangerous,
frighteningly painful and impossibly difficult. So they
remain in hell because it seems safe and easy to them.
They prefer it that way.

Those wishing to make retribution and corrections—as
presented as viable exchange—will not long suffer actual
material “loss”. However, there is no way to establish
equitable justice to the Ekkers in the property
circumstance—NO WAY. The “experience” has been too
painful to again realize open trust and confidence. It is,
once burned—learn; twice burned, get the heck out of the
fire.
If you simply want to consider “things”, fine.
THINGS can be replaced and—with love and full
intentions of rectifying the hurt and pain—relationships can
be rebuilt, somewhat. However, there will never be the
open trust and interchange as was original in the
relationships. This does not mean that there will be no, nor
can’t be any, relationship which is most tender and
comfortable. However, nothing of “emotional” impact or
“living” loss can be recreated as it “was”. It can even be
“better”, perhaps, as to material “value”, but you cannot
replace LIFE, itself.
Those committing the crimes themselves must be
confronted within and by THE LAW OF THE LAND.
Crime is crime is crime and no amount of LYING about it
makes it otherwise. Other damages might well be
calculated, but a criminal ACT is exactly that, a criminal
act, and SHOULD NOT BE LEFT TO THE DAMAGED
INDIVIDUAL TO FURTHER CONFRONT AFTER
GAINING RESTITUTION, RESTORATION AND
COMPENSATION.
RETRIBUTION is a mandatory action of decisions by
and through THE LEGAL SYSTEM (JURISDICTION).
In this instance of Ekkers, for instance, there has even
been a claim brought forth, as threat and fact, of a Federal
Indictment against Ekkers, on charges fraudulently
presented to the Feds. Is this not UNLAWFUL as well as
FRAUDULENTLY IMMORAL?
These are the things which must be confronted, readers.
These judgments of criminal actions SHOULD NOT be
dumped on the “victims” of the crimes perpetrated and, in
this instance, perpetuated over years of deliberate theft,
lying and cheating.
Ekkers can ONLY make evaluations regarding “civil”
settlements; they MUST NOT take the law into their own
hands to “settle” criminal acts. All who aided and abetted
as accessory to these crimes of theft, cheating, breaking,
entering and assaulting through conspiracy should answer
for their own participation.
In the matter of the property (house) in dispute, it
actually SHOULD be Millers who bring the most charges
against these perpetrators, for they were DELIBERATELY
DECEIVED AND SET FORTH TO LOSE
SUBSTANTIAL PROPERTY OR BE INVOLVED IN
MISCONDUCT AND UNLAWFUL ACTIONS,
THEMSELVES. However, these were the choices made,
whether or not seemingly appropriate for the moment, or
inappropriate, as it later turns out to be.
You who follow the lie, or accept the lie, ARE
DESTINED TO LIVE THE LIE AND WITHIN THE
LIE—INCLUDING
ANY
UNTOWARD
CIRCUMSTANCES COMING FORTH FOR YOUR
PARTICIPATION AND FACTUAL FURTHERANCE OF
THE LIE—BLIND OR OTHERWISE. ALL INVOLVED
PARTIES—RIGHT DOWN TO THE CHILDREN—
KNEW THAT SOMETHING WAS TERRIBLY
WRONG, OR THE POLICE WOULD NOT HAVE
BEEN PRESENT OVER AND OVER AGAIN.
IS THE ARMED GUARD PRESENT AND HIRED
BY MILLERS TO PROTECT PROPERTY FROM THE
RIGHTFUL
OWNERS
OR
FROM
THE

WHAT IS IN A NAME?
To “name” something correctly gives you a certain
amount of power OVER IT. Just knowing what to call,
name and express as recognition—of any intent or action—
gives a certain amount of power over the entire
circumstance presented by same. People of evil are
destructive to all they touch and are actually dangerous to
those over whom they can wield a measure of CONTROL.
Now, by knowing what to call this “demon”, you can have
a healthy respect for that force but, being afraid of it
(recognizing its danger), you are no longer helpless in its
presence and/or presentations.
I know that you who serve God in Lighted intentions,
thoughts and actions wish to believe that there could be no
allowance of “evil” within circles of experiencing goodly
people. THINK AGAIN. IF SOMEONE IS OUT TO
CHANGE A WORLD INTO GOODNESS, BALANCE,
HARMONY AND THAT WHICH UNSEATS EVIL AT
THE ROOT, WHERE WOULD YOU EXPECT TO FIND
THE MOST EVIL PRACTITIONERS? And yes, indeed,
there is always a PRICE to be paid for the encounters.
These destroyers work WITHIN, for they are
PARASITES. They will feed off all who allow their bloodsucking/life-taking mischief, deliberately undertaken. And,
further, they will take until they are STOPPED, usually
only AFTER they have done great damage and taken great
sums from your assets. Then they will try to run out on
you by whatever method they find viable, so that you can’t
“get them” for their dastardly deeds. Some, however, who
are equally evil, simply are so malignantly narcissistic and
self-centered as to fail to recognize that they are idiots, also
caught in the evil trappings. The CRIMES are the same.
They break the LAW, as in criminal activities, while
somehow establishing to themselves that they had a good,
valid, viable reason for doing so.
With Ekkers’ circumstance, THEY UNCOVERED
THE LIE and their price to be extorted was LOSS OF
EVERYTHING—EVEN AT THE DEMISE OF THE
DEMONIC, EVIL INDIVIDUALS THEMSELVES.
THEY MADE A PLAY TO DESTROY OUR
PROGRAM AND THE PEOPLE IN IT—AND THEY
WOULD NOT “HAVE” BUT THEY COULD ALWAYS
SAY THAT THEY WERE RIGHT, ETC., ETC. WELL,
IT DIDN’T WORK. The actions and misadventures
brought a lot of hurt, pain, loss and displacement of
property and “feelings” but, in actual achievement of
potential PLANS and teaching of the REALITY OF
TRUTH, the evil perpetrators manufactured and presented
a most remarkable experience in WHICH TO LEARN.
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PERPETRATORS OF THE ACTUAL “THEFT OF
PROPERTY” by these mischievous little snatchers? Some
of the thieved items add up to a whopping amount, into the
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS. THIS
IS FELONY THEFT!
There is a strange thing, however, at work here. There
is additional PROPERTY dumped “outside” and touted to
be property that the owners can now come and get? NO,
THIS WILL NOT HAPPEN, FOR THE VERY REASON
MILLERS HAVE ALREADY GIVEN. ONCE YOU GO
CLAIM ANY OF IT, YOU HAVE BECOME SUSPECT
OF TAKING THAT WHICH WAS ALREADY
THIEVED. IT HAS NOW RAINED ON SOME OF
THOSE THINGS—WHICH WERE DOCUMENTS AND
PICTURES, ETC.—WHICH HAS TOTALLY
DESTROYED THE PROPERTY. PART OF THE
“PILE” IS A RETURNED HEAP OF WIRE,
STAIRS AND PARTS OF THE AVIARIES—
AFTER THEY HAD BEEN TORN DOWN AND
ACTUALLY “TAKEN AWAY”. How do you
measure value? Well, the birds now gone are well
into the range of loss of over $30,000, so how do you
appraise the aviaries?
And WHO started all this activity? Right, Rick
Martin-Cortright, Gail Irwin and Ed Young, aided and
abetted by a CONFUSED Charles Neil. Others
REMAIN confused but moved right along in their
“confusion” with the criminals and, therefore, SHALL
BE TREATED AS FULL PARTICIPANTS FOR A
COURT
TO
DECIDE
ULTIMATE
RESPONSIBILITY—WISHFULLY.
Never mind what you think about the religious or
spiritual attitudes of ANOTHER. The law is the
same for the Baptist as it is for the Methodist.
CRIMES must be confronted in a court of law.
Settlements can only be made in matters of equity as
to errors actuated.
Ah, but the “knowing” observers can easily see
and state that the perpetrators of these damages and
crimes have NO ASSETS, except what they have
already thieved, and so—. Indeed, that is why it
becomes a CRIMINAL matter, for there is no way to
make restitution by any of them except Millers.
Interesting? NO, heartbreaking. Oh, some who
simply participated could make some measure of
restitution by bringing items BACK, repairing
damages, cleaning and restoration, etc. But basically,
there is little to be offered IN FACT.
Ekkers have stayed the course against all odds, in
the business arena, and SHALL SUCCEED, so the
funds for restoration are NOT much longer a
problem—but until now, it has been an impossible
consideration of recovery from a financial blow of
this magnitude.
These are examples, readers, and when we have
opportunity to continue, we will take up “EVIL AND
SIN”. We can now identify evil, so “sin” needs some
attention. Sin is a different creature, for all “err”, or
miss the target as to goodness. If you are perfectly
honest with self, you will know that you “sin”. If you
do not—or refuse to—see it, you are NOT
PERFECTLY HONEST WITH SELF, which is, in
itself, a sin. Face it, people, all make errors (“sin”);
it is inescapable.
I serve as a Cohan (Teacher/Professor) that you
might better find your SPIRITUAL TRUTH AND
PATHWAY. I OBSERVE WHAT IS.
dharma
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The Nature Of SIN
11/15/99—#2
DISTINCTION BETWEEN SIN AND EVIL
Hatonn—In drawing a distinction between evil—which
we began to cover in the prior writing this morning—and
ordinary sin, it has to be understood that it is not even the evil
of the sins, per se, that characterizes evil people. So, what is
it? Well, sins are errors and often, even intentionally, are a
bad blunder. To look at this more closely in discernment and
judgment as to actions: It is, rather, the subtlety and
consistency of the “sins” that lead to identification of evil
persons. This is because the central defect, if you will, of the
evil is not “the sin” BUT THE REFUSAL TO
ACKNOWLEDGE IT.
These ordinary sinners might well be your neighbors or be
in your household and are surely scattered around everywhere
you find people. They may be rich or poor, educated or not;
there is very little that is dramatic about them, these “evil”
people of whom I speak in relationship to “sin”.
Most often there are crimes involved, literally, with these
evildoers, but they are orchestrated in such a way as to not
make the perpetrator appear to be a “designated criminal”.
The “crimes” are so subtle in most instances—and so covert—
that they cannot be clearly designated as crimes, and the
activities so covert and yet encompassing as to, they hope,
leave more confusion and lack of ability to singularly identify
the culprits. However, when stress is put upon these evil
people, they begin to be less subtle and more involved, and the
activities become more and more blatantly criminal. This
usually includes making sure you can find a group, so that you
can have “mass conditioning”, so that the crimes seem more
innocent, and the intent is to say righteous things, while
pretending that what they are actually DOING is not noted as
criminal but, rather, as a “right”. Recently, we have seen this
very thing in action, and the action will be labeled as
everything from “I thought it was right...” to “It was given to
me...”. When you stop to ask WHO GAVE IT TO YOU, you
will find no answers forthcoming. It is as a group of
corporations where nobody accepts responsibility—but
ultimately there is fiduciary responsibility—if the criminals are
allowed to continue without confrontation. Without mandatory
cease-and-desist orders—there are no limits to crimes which
will be committed by these evil individuals now having
become a cult or groupie.
You find a lot of sinners and criminals within prison
walls—but, by and large, most are NOT evil. They are
destructive, and usually repetitively so, but there is a rather
interesting behavior of randomness to their destructiveness.
And yes, the usual response to authorities is one of denial,
especially as to responsibility for their evil deeds. There is a
rather openness to their wickedness. Wickedness is not
necessarily evil.
These “wicked” “criminals” are usually “caught” precisely
because they are not evil and are actually what you might call
“honest criminals”.
People in incarceration can almost always be assigned a
standard “diagnosis” of one kind or another. The diagnoses
range all over the landscape and correspond to terms of actions
as craziness, impulsiveness, aggressiveness or lack of
conscience. You will find, though, that a truly evil person will
have most of these attributes, the largest being IMMEDIATE
lack of conscience and major impulsiveness.
The TRULY EVIL, you will find, almost always reside
OUTSIDE the jail and, if caught and incarcerated, they will
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scapegoat, blame everything and anything, weep, excuse
and generally start immediately to find a way to again
cover their actions any way they can. When we get too
critically detailed, we will find that all people who commit
evil deeds are not “evil”, but foolish in their own
assumptions and impulses.
So, we need to broadly define “sin”: It is most
clearly recognized as “missing the mark”. Sin is nothing
more or less than a failure to continually be perfect.
Therefore, because it is humanly impossible for perfection
in all things at all times, you ARE a “sinner”. All
routinely fail to do the very best of which you are capable,
and with each failure you commit a crime of sorts—
against God, the neighbors, yourselves and, frankly, often
against the law.
Of course, there are crimes of greater or lesser
magnitude. It is a mistake, however, to think of sin or evil
as a matter of degree. It may well seem far less odious
to cheat the rich than the poor, but it is still cheating.
There are, of course, differences before the law between
defrauding a business, claiming a false deduction on your
taxes, using a crib sheet in an examination, telling your
spouse you have to work late when you are being
unfaithful, or telling your spouse that you didn’t have time
to do something because of some fabricated excuse.
The FACT remains that they are all lies and betrayals.
Worse even than these things are the LIES YOU TELL
YOURSELF. If you are less than you could be—it is
SELF-betrayal.
So, if evil people cannot be defined by the illegality
of their deeds or the magnitude of their sins, then how are
you to define them? Every time, the answer is the same
after a sequence of flow: by the CONSISTENCY of their
sins. While usually subtle, THEIR DESTRUCTIVENESS
IS REMARKABLY CONSISTENT. This is because
those who have “crossed over the line” are characterized
by their ABSOLUTE REFUSAL to tolerate the sense of
their own sinfulness. Sometimes, people, a good, healthy
GUILT attitude can SAVE you from becoming evil. I
suggest you all experience a good heavy and healthy dose
of GUILT WHEN YOU DO SOMETHING
SHAMEFUL.
SINS ARE THAT WHICH COMMAND
FORGIVENESS—EVIL DEMANDS CONFRONTATION.
AND YES, THERE IS A BIG DIFFERENCE.
It is here where you must begin to carefully look at actions
to discern and then judge evil and sin. The one most telling
sign of an evil individual is always a rooted, deeply-rooted,
selfishness and greediness.
When you have evilness, you will find it will come
most easily and consistently from one setting self up as
somehow “spiritually chosen” as some sort of an example.
This will be false for, in private activities, there will be total
disregard or twisting of spiritual TRUTH. The evil in this
world is committed most obviously by the spiritual “fat cats”,
by the Pharisees of our own day, the self-righteous, who think
they are without sin because they are unwilling to suffer the
discomfort of significant self-examination.
The evil do not serenely bear the trial of being displeasing
to themselves. In fact, they don’t bear it at all. These evil
people will pronounce hellfire-and-brimstone upon those they
have chosen to destroy but will never accept even the most tiny
probability or possibility of “looking at self”. The guilty/evil
refuse to tolerate the sense of their own sinfulness; the evil
become uncorrectable grab-bags of sin.

PRIDE VS. SHAME
We can talk here about pride. The instant, opposite of
pride is most often thought of as “humble” or “humility”. NO,
not so; the opposite of PRIDE is SHAME. But the most
important consequential sin, at its greatest—IS BASIC
LAZINESS. EVIL PEOPLE ARE GREEDY AND THEY
ARE “CHEAP”—SO CHEAP THAT THEIR VERY
“GIFTS” MAY BE ACTUALLY MURDEROUS IN
UNDERCOVER INTENT.
Whichever is the more basic structure, laziness or pride,
the facts are that all sins betray—and isolate from—both the
Divine and fellow creatures. Dear ones: Any sin can harden
into hell. So, now comes some recognition of “hell”.
Hell is essentially a state of being which you fashion for
yourselves; a state of final separateness from God which is the
result, not of God’s repudiation of man, but of man’s
repudiation of God; a repudiation which is eternal, precisely
because it has become, in itself, immovable.
There are good analogies in human experience: the hate
which is so blind, so dark, that LOVE only makes it the more
violent; the pride which is so stony that humility only makes
it more scornful; the inertia—last but not least, the inertia—
which has so taken possession of the personality that no crisis,
no appeal, no inducement whatsoever can stir it into activity
but, to the contrary, makes it bury itself all the more deeply in
its immobility. So, with the soul and God: Pride can become
hardened into hell; hatred can become hardened into hell; any
of the seven forms of wrongdoing can harden into hell; and not
least, sloth, which is boredom with Divine things, the inertia
that cannot be troubled to repent, even though it sees the abyss
into which the soul is falling, because for so long, in little
ways, perhaps, it has accustomed itself to refuse whatever
might cost it an effort. This is, however, the very attitude of
frustration, even in the boredom and laziness which causes
people to do incredibly stupid and childishly immature things.
SCAPEGOATING
Blaming others is typical and is a predominant
characteristic of those who qualify as evil. This is because in
their hearts they consider themselves above reproach and thus
must lash out at anyone who does reproach them. They
sacrifice others to preserve their self-image of perfection. And
look around to see when YOU last supported this very
behavior as if it were somehow truth!
Scapegoating works through a mechanism called
projection. Since the evil, deep down, feel themselves to be
faultless, it is inevitable that when they are in conflict with the
world, they will invariably perceive the conflict as the world’s
fault. Since they must deny their own badness, they must
perceive others as bad. They PROJECT their own evil onto
the world. They never think of themselves as evil; on the other
hand, they consequently see much evil in others. Let us
example here as considering Dr. Young—who is both brilliant
and talented—but can in NO WISE take an iota of criticism
or confrontation. The only remaining choice in this type of
person’s reality is to destroy and scapegoat his perceived
antagonist. So you see, evil is projected in many ways,
according to the individual weakness and egotistical make-up
of the individual.
Evil is most often committed in ORDER TO
SCAPEGOAT, and the people we can label as evil are,
indeed, chronic scapegoaters. So, we can also define evil “as
the exercise of political power, that is, the imposition of one’s
will upon others by overt or covert coercion—in order to avoid
spiritual growth”.
In others words, listen up: The evil attack and try to
destroy others instead of facing their own failures. Spiritual
growth requires the acknowledgment of one’s NEED TO
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GROW. If you cannot make that acknowledgment, you have
no option except to attempt to eradicate the evidence of your
imperfection. In order to ensure no notice of his own failures,
Dr. Young pronounced that he had become “one on an etheric
level” with the Master Teachers and was assigned to actually
EDIT any information which might be forthcoming through
anyone, according to his own preferential perceptions.
This is certainly different from Rick’s need to destroy—
but both are effective, as scapegoating moves into top-gear.
Along the way, both will create total distractions but will be
so stubbornly defiant as to do silly and stupid things, in order
to hold to the first lie presented. Then, in order to further
cover the “sins” of their evil intent, they will actually take unto
themselves the very entities PROVEN TO HAVE CEASED
TO WORK WITH THEM. It is truly overwhelming in
watching these people in their functioning, for it is quite
obvious that not only do these people refuse to witness these
sinful parts of themselves but they do not, in fact, “hate” these
evil qualities. These people predominantly excel in one
quality: THEY WILL INVARIABLY SACRIFICE OTHERS
RATHER THAN ALLOW RECOGNITION OF
THEMSELVES.
Is this failure of self-hatred, this failure to be displeasing
to oneself—which appears to be the central sin at the root of
scapegoating behavior of those recognized as evil—a “cause”
that brings forth the “effect”? Surely, it might be a part of the
problem, but it seems that “conscience” is lacking and
becomes less and less prominent as their evil actions increase
in magnitude and/or frequency. Once they make a
pronouncement, they will not withdraw even the most absurd
attitudes or statements.
These evildoers project total guiltlessness. They go
forth and commit crimes and may very well often do so
with a silly kind of reckless abandon. There is often
seemingly little pattern to their evil, except to make
themselves somehow “look good” while putting down
another—but this, too, is only when the other parties under
attack cannot defend selves or are absent from the scene
to challenge the lies. There is one common thread among
the evil. They are utterly dedicated to preserving their
self-image of perfection and false picture of pious
innocence, no matter how silly they appear. These people
only stop in their laziness in an effort to maintain the
appearance of moral purity. They worry about this a great
deal. They are acutely sensitive to social norms and what
others might think of them. Therefore, the terms “image”,
“appearance” and “outwardly” are crucial to
understanding the morality of the evil. While they seem
to lack any motivation TO BE GOOD—they intensely
desire to APPEAR GOOD. Their “goodness” is all on a
level of pretense. It is, in effect, a lie, and this is why
they truly ARE the “people of the lie”.
Here is an interesting note, however, that the lies,
themselves, of the evil are not so much to deceive others
(although that is a major issue) but, rather, TO DECEIVE
THEMSELVES. They cannot or will not tolerate the pain
of self-reproach. The decorum with which they lead their
lives is maintained in a mirror in which they can see
themselves reflected righteously. Yet, the self-deceit
would be unnecessary if the evil had no sense of right and
wrong. The lies come only when there is an attempting to
cover something known to be illicit. Some rudiment of
conscience must, therefore, precede the act of lying. There
is no need to hide unless there is first a feeling that
something needs to be hidden.
This brings us to a paradox, for evil people feel
themselves to be perfect. At the same time, however, they
have an unacknowledged sense of their own evil nature.
Indeed, it is this very sense from which they are frantically
trying to flee. The essential component of evil is not the

absence of a sense of sin or imperfection but the
unwillingness to tolerate that sense. At one-and-the-same
time, the evil are aware of their evil and desperately are
trying to avoid the awareness. Rather than blissfully
lacking a sense of morality, like the psychopath, they are
continually engaged in sweeping the evidence of their evil
under the rug of their own consciousness.
The problem becomes a denial of the conscience its
due, not an actual absence of all conscience. People
become evil by attempting to hide from themselves. The
wickedness of the evil is not committed directly but
usually quite indirectly, as a part of this cover-up process.
Evil originates not in the absence of guilt but in the effort
to escape it.
It often happens, then, that the evil may be recognized
by its very disguise. The lie can be perceived before the
misdeed it is designed to hide—the cover-up before the
fact. You will see the smile that hides the hatred, the
smooth and oily manner that masks the fury, the
velvet glove that covers the fist. Because they are
such experts at disguise, it is seldom possible to
pinpoint the maliciousness of the evil. The disguise is
usually impenetrable. But what can be caught are
glimpses of the uncanny game of hide-and-seek in the
obscurity of the soul, in which it, the single human soul,
evades itself, avoids itself, hides from itself.
Laziness, or the desire to escape any type of
legitimate suffering, lies at the root of all mental illness—
and this must include avoidance and evasion of pain.
What distinguishes the evil, however, from the rest of the
mentally-ill sinners is the specific type of pain from which
they are running. They are not actually “pain avoiders”
or “lazy people” in general. To the contrary, they are
often likely to exert themselves more than most in their
CONTINUING EFFORT TO OBTAIN AND
MAINTAIN AN IMAGE OF RESPECTABILITY. They
may be quite willing or even eager to undergo great
hardship in their search for status or to accomplish their
desired destructive deeds. The result of considering this
evil, then, is to realize that there is actually ONLY ONE
particular kind of pain they cannot tolerate: the pain of
their own conscience, the pain of the realization of their
own sinfulness and imperfection.
Since they will do almost anything to avoid the
particular pain that comes from self-examination, under
ordinary circumstances the evil are the last people who
would ever seek help. They can’t bear to be “seen”
within. The evil HATE THE LIGHT. The light of
goodness that shows them up, the light of scrutiny that
exposes them, the light of truth that penetrates their
deception is totally beyond acceptability. It becomes
necessary here to now consider what is the source of
“evil” of this nature as considered in the evil. We come
to the realization that it is total self-absorption and,
therefore, right back around to the realization that it is,
after all, MALIGNANT narcissism. And how would it be
“characterized”? By an “unsubmitted will”.
BACK TO GOD
All adults who are mentally healthy submit themselves
in one way or another to something higher than
themselves, be it God, truth, love or some other IDEAL.
They do what God wants them to do, rather than go helterskelter about anything they might desire. In submitting to
God, it is expressed as “thy will, not mine, be done”.
They believe in truth, rather than what they would like to
be true. They are, then, always searching for truth and
reality as expressed through “goodness”, justice, etc. So
it is noted, with the evil, to greater or lesser degree, all
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mentally-balanced individuals submit themselves to the
demands of THEIR OWN CONSCIENCE. NOT so the
evil; in the conflict between their guilt and their will, it is
the guilt that must go and the will that must win.
It is impossible to fail to observe the extraordinary
willfulness of evil people. They are individuals of
obviously strong will, determined to have THEIR OWN
WAY. They have total disrespect for everything—from
appearing on time to pre-determined meetings, to
demanding their own work habits of preference—no
matter how many others may have terrible inconvenience.
There is a remarkable power in the manner in which they
attempt to control others and will not ever allow
themselves to be caught in a circumstance where others
would simply confront them openly. And, should anyone
err in confronting them, there is hell to pay throughout the
duration of any interchange possibilities.
So, what is the cause of this overwhelming pride, this
arrogant self-image of perfection, this particularly
malignant type of narcissism? Why does it afflict a few,
when most seem to escape its clutches? Perhaps that is
unknown among men but is quite obvious among those of
higher insight. It should be noted, however, that some
very malignantly afflicted narcissists are NOT EVIL.
However, there is a definite “next step beyond” this type
of self-centeredness and movement into self-condoned evil
and, yea, crime.
How do people get so self-centered? Easy, their little
tricks are considered “cute” or coming from some kind of
a “genius” (usually self-presented through all sorts of
letters and degrees) but without any “typical” normalcy.
So, when they set themselves up as the ultimate “dictator”,
there is total requirement of their status acceptance. When
these behaviors are not only allowed and condoned but
actually reinforced, you have ultimate chaos if the will is
bucked in any manner whatsoever.
Can people so afflicted with this problem ever become
“different”? Not usually, because they truly cannot see
their own errors or omissions. There will always remain
the facade of acceptability, some sharing but always with
reward of self uppermost in mind. In other words, if an
evil person gives a performance, say vocal or
instrumental—he may well be serving you a gift of his
talent—but he does it to bring accolades unto himself. It
sort of fits the saying of “beware Greeks bearing gifts”.
There is no way that you can conclude this topic
without looking at the notion of “will”. But you need not
pick “one” cause, for there are many which move in a
larger manner to present as evil. Evil, then, all things
considered—and whether or not admitted consciously—IS
A CHOICE. Further, if you team-up evil beings with
other evil individuals, you will find a consortium, a cartel,
if you will, of deadly vipers at work. They are INNER
shape-shifters.
The ultimate “bottom line” is recognition of the
problem and the people bearing the lie. They will be the
best pretenders of all actors. They will deceive with the
cunning of the serpent poised over the gopher hole and
strike from the blind side, in the back, preferably, for they
are cowards of the highest order. They are thieves of life.
You ask how you can determine evil beings? Easy:
WATCH WHAT THEY DO! ACTIONS SPEAK
VOLUMES MORE THAN ANY NUMBER OF
WORDS COULD EVER EXPRESS. IF ONE LIE IS
TOLD AND NOTED OR ONE CRIME
COMMITTED—WATCH CAREFULLY, AND TRUTH
WILL SHOW ITSELF AS THE LIGHT IS CAST UPON
THE EVIL.
Salu and good evening.
dharma
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The Immaculate Deception
The Bush Crime Family Exposed
Chapter Two
By Russell S. Bowen
The title of this article refers to a book by the same name. With permission from the
author’s agent, we are pleased to present this book in this chapter-by-chapter series.
CHAPTER 2
AND OF THE SON
From this elite Eastern Establishment of politicians,
businessmen and financiers exerting their influence in
America’s foreign and domestic policies, sprang George
Bush.
By every standard of measure, he represents,
reflects and nurtures the elitism of his forefathers and
their cronies. Yet, his 30-year career has been a
dichotomy:
•scion of a wealthy WASP Establishment family
with homes in Connecticut and Maine;
•self-made, rugged individualist, oilman, khaki shirt,
sleeves rolled up;
•right-wing conservative politician holding firmly to
the rigid principles of the Republican Party;
•modern, insightful centrist Republican, willing to
open the party doors to all windows of thought.
Take your pick of the aforementioned, and you will
not be wrong. George Bush, it seems, desperately seeks
to be all things to all people.
As one of Florida’s top Republican officials said:
“George has no center. He stands for nothing. He is a
political opportunist in the truest sense of the word.”
What makes this strange political animal tick?
That may be impossible to answer. Certainly, his
background was of elegance and comfort, thanks to the
unscrupulous business tactics of his father.
When the rest of the country was plunged into the
Great Depression—following the stock market crash of
1929—George Bush and his family flourished, thanks
to the largesse of Averell Harriman, and the massive
profits from Grandfather Walker’s oil deals with the
Soviets, and the financial arrangements between Brown
Brothers Harriman and the Thyssen-Nazi cartel. The
Bushes were cushioned from the suffering endured by
the majority of Americans. The Hamburg-Amerika
steamship line, whose workforce was controlled by the
Nazi Labor Front, poured money into the Walker and
Bush coffers.
The Bushes lived in a large, dark-shingled house
with broad verandas on Grove Lane, in the Deer Park
section of Greenwich, Conn.1 They were attended by
four servants—three maids and a chauffeur. The
family spent its summers at the second home built by
Grandfather Walker at Kennebunkport, Maine. Along
with the colony’s other well-to-do inhabitants, the Bush
kids learned tennis and sailing at Kennebunkport River

Club.
George was named after his grandfather, George
Herbert Walker, who was called “Pop” by George’s
mother. She gave George what became his lifelong
nickname when she began calling him “little Pop”, or
“Poppy”.
Poppy’s mother and father raised him and his
siblings, older brother Prescott, Jr., younger sister
Nancy, and brothers Jonathan and William, to be
mindful of their family’s distinguished lineage and its
growing importance in the world.2
As the world economic crisis deepened and other
Americans were experiencing unprecedented hardship
and fear, the Bush children were taught that those who
suffered had no one to blame but themselves. Writer
Joe Hyams glowingly recounted Bush’s roots in 1991,
based on material supplied by the White House: “Alec,
the family chauffeur, drove the two boys to school
every morning after dropping Prescott, Sr. at the
railroad station for the morning commute to Manhattan.
The Depression was nowhere in evidence as the boys
glided in the family’s black Oldsmobile past the stone
fences, stables and swimming pools of one of the
wealthiest communities in America.”
Prescott Bush—who was heaping the family
fortunes through sophisticated bond deals with John
Foster Dulles for the Nazis—was, according to Hyams,
“a thrifty man who daily impressed on his children the
value of a dollar and encouraged frugality and saving.
He had no sympathy for the nouveau riche who
flaunted their wealth; they were without class, he said.
As a sage and strictly honest businessman, he had often
turned failing companies around, making them
profitable again, and he had scorn for people who went
bankrupt because they mismanaged their money.”
George Bush left his day school in Greenwich at
age 12 to join his older brother at Phillips Academy in
Andover, Massachusetts, 20 miles north of Boston.
“Andover” was one of the most exclusive of the New
England preparatory or “prep” schools, whose students
were almost without exception wealthy, Episcopalian
White boys. As Bush’s own staff conceded in a 1980
campaign biography, “At the close of the 1930s...these
schools...brought the famous ‘old-boy networks’ to the
peak of their power.”3
Bush’s own military career in World War II was
relatively uneventful but offered unlimited opportunities
for image promoters. On his 18 th birthday, Bush
enlisted in the Naval Reserve. After flight training at
Corpus Christi, Texas, the 20-year-old Navy pilot was
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assigned to the Third and Fifth Fleets in the Pacific.
While serving on the light aircraft carrier, USS San
Jacinto, the TMB-3E Avenger torpedo bomber flown
by Bush was shot down by anti-aircraft fire.
Bush bailed out, leaving the other crew members to
fend for themselves, even though the Avenger was built
to sustain ocean-crash landings. He was picked up four
hours later by the U.S. submarine Finback. He
describes in his autobiography, “Later, I learned that
neither Jack Delaney nor Ted White had survived. One
went down with the plane; the other was seen jumping,
but his parachute failed to open.”4
The decorated Bush was discharged in 1945 with
the rank of Lieutenant (Q.g.). This portrayal has been
pushed scores of times into the media under various
excuses to pump up the “Bush the War hero” image.
On September 3, 1984, for example, this relatively
minor episode in the Pacific was converted into an
anniversary at Norfolk Naval Base. Bush was
photographed waving from a vintage Avenger and took
the opportunity to make an “I was there” speech.
In the speech, Bush reminded his naval audience:
“I think all of us who have seen combat know how
important that technological edge is. When you have to
go up there alongside the enemy and alone against the
enemy, you don’t want someone to be cutting corners
on the equipment.”
Ann Lewis, political director of the Democratic
National Committee, criticized the Norfolk Naval Base
episode: “I think events like this—for the purpose of
a national campaign—trivialize the very values that they
claim to defend. That a politician would order a special
Navy anniversary—organized to trumpet his own brief
military endeavors—is trivial and hypocritical, indeed.”5
After leaving the Navy in 1946, Bush contracted
what has been called a “corporate merger” type of
marriage, popular in the 1940s and 1950s, when
powerful groups intermarried for power more than any
other reason. George Bush married Barbara Pierce,
Smith College-educated daughter of publisher Marvin
Pierce of McCalls Magazine.
It was Barbara Pierce’s brother, Scott Pierce,
President of E.F. Hutton, who was in the center of the
E.F. Hutton check-kiting scandals that cost American
investors millions of dollars over an extended period in
the 1980s. In May 1985, Scott Pierce pled guilty to
mail-fraud charges.
According to syndicated columnist Jack Anderson,
Scott Pierce, through other E.F. Hutton associates, asked
Vice President Bush to intervene. Given the
extraordinarily light nature of the sentences—there were
2,000 counts of mail fraud and no one went to prison—
it seems certain that someone in power successfully
intervened. However, crucial documentation of the Vice
President lunching with his brother-in-law and discussing
the case is not available.
Like his father before him, George Bush’s biography
pays scant attention to his 1948 membership in Skull &
Bones, a society so secret that virtually nothing is known
about it or its membership.
One researcher has spent several years in an
unsuccessful attempt to have Bush admit this
membership and present an open book to the electorate
about his oath of allegiance to this secret society.
Club 1948 contains George Herbert Walker Bush,
who, with 14 fellow brothers, chose the Club of 1949.
The Club of 1949 includes Reverend William Sloane
Coffin, Jr., the anti-war cleric with a decidedly offbeat
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revolutionary fervor based at the old-time Riverside
Church, New York. Sometimes it appears that
everything stemming from Marxist revolution in the
U.S. also stems from Riverside Church. In the same
cell as revolutionary Coffin, is C.E. Lord (generations
of Lord families have always had representatives in
Skull & Bones)—this Lord was Comptroller of the
Currency; P.W. Lufkin of the firm Donaldson, Lufkin
and Jenrette and V. Van Dine, who was a long-term
CIA operative, as was William Sloane Coffin. All,
however, are sworn by common oath not to divulge
their activities.
After leaving the U.S. Navy, Bush started his
business career in Texas oil as a salesman for Neil
Mallon of Dresser Industries of Dallas, Texas, the oil
supply company with links to the Soviet Union that his
father had previously managed.
Bush began employment in Odessa, Texas with one
of Dresser’s subsidiaries, IDECO (short for
International Derrick and Equipment Company). In his
autobiography, Bush described his advent in the Texas
oilfields this way: “Heading into Texas in my
Studebaker, all I knew about the state’s landscape was
what I’d seen from the cockpit of a Vultee [?] Vibrator
during my training days in the Navy.”6
Fitzhugh Green, in his book, George Bush: An
Intimate Portrait, published after Bush became
president, described the Studebaker trip: “He [Bush]
gassed up his 1948 Studebaker, arranged for his wife
and son to follow and headed for Odessa, Texas.”
A 1983 Texas Monthly magazine article written by
Harry Hurt III carried this description: “When George
Herbert Walker Bush drove his battered red Studebaker
into Odessa in the summer of 1948, the town’s
population, though constantly increasing with newlyarrived oil hands, was still under 30,000.” Several
other versions of the Studebaker story have been
reprinted in other biographies of Bush and his wife,
Barbara.
The only problem with this story is that Bush did
not arrive in Odessa, Texas in a red Studebaker. Texas
oilman and Bush campaign contributor Oscar Wyatt of
Houston, attempted to correct the story in a letter to the
Texas Monthly, in which he specified that “when people
speak of Mr. Bush’s humble beginnings in the oil
industry, it should be noted that he rode down to Texas
on Dresser’s private aircraft. He was accompanied by
his father who, at the time, was one of the directors of
Dresser Industries....I hate it when people make
statements about Mr. Bush’s humble beginnings in the
oil industry. It just didn’t happen that way.”
After less than a year in Odessa, Dresser Industries
transferred Bush to California, where he worked as a
salesman selling IDECO drilling bits. Bush then
teamed with John Overby, an independent operator, in
his own oil-and-gas lease business as President of BushOverby Development Company, based in Midland,
Texas, incorporated in Delaware in 1953 and merged
with Walker-Bush Corporation in 1955. One of his key
investors was Eugene Meyer, owner of the Washington
Post, who held a number of accounts with Brown
Brothers Harriman.
The Bush family’s mingling of business, politics
and intelligence re-started in 1953, when Bush cofounded his own oil company, Zapata Petroleum Corp.
of Houston, Texas, in partnership with Hugh and Bill
Liedtke. Bush described the merger thusly:
“The following year it would spin off into Zapata

Off-Shore and, in time, under Hugh Liedtke’s
imaginative management, merge into Pennzoil. Zapata:
there was a winning chemistry about the company. We
could sense it.”7
Zapata Off-Shore Company, founded with Bush as
President and Liedtke as Treasurer, became a highly
successful operator in offshore drilling for oil.
Typically, Zapata had the advantages of Bush
investment-banking connections and family wealth.
Starting in 1953 from an initial investment of $500,000
each, from Bush-Overby and the Liedtke brothers,
according to Bush, Zapata’s 1985 Annual Report listed
revenues of well over one-quarter billion dollars from a
fleet of offshore drilling rigs.
This relatively unknown company today employs
7,300 people; not bad for a 30-year-old company built
from an idea. However, Zapata owes its success to an
ability to negotiate contracts with large international oil
companies, in competition with 140 other offshore
drilling companies. Zapata has taken advantage of
government financing programs and especially U.S.
government-guaranteed ship-financing securities at 8 ¾
percent, subsidized by the U.S. taxpayer.
Bush served as president of Zapata Oil from 1954
to 1964 and then as Chairman of the Board of Zapata
Off-Shore from 1964 to 1966. In brief, Bush’s money
came from Texas oil.
In this, he was always associated with Hugh
Liedtke, who came to prominence when Bush was
Republican National Chairman in 1973, and it was
revealed that the Texas campaign fund of Bush’s former
partner, Liedtke, had been used to partly finance the
Watergate break-in.
In 1977, Bush and Liedtke went to China; Bush in
an official capacity. Knowing this, the Chinese made
their confidential oil surveys available to Liedtke’s oil
company, the only one to receive these surveys. This
gesture was presumably because of Bush’s position.
More recently, Pennzoil, a Liedtke company,
received the largest damages award in American
history. Texaco was charged with interfering with a
merger deal made by Pennzoil and Getty.
For this, the judge awarded a phenomenal $12
billion in damages, a sum that, if paid, could have
broken Texaco. No one has investigated possible Bush
influence on the subsequent appeal, which was settled
at $4 billion.
While Bush was Vice President, his son, George,
Jr., became President of Zapata Off-Shore. This helps
explain why the Vice President flew to the Middle East
in early 1986 to persuade the Arab countries to raise
the price of oil, which had, to the delight of the average
citizen, fallen below a dollar a gallon [for gasoline].
Bush used the argument to the Arabs that U.S.
security depended on a rise in the price of crude oil,
then $12 a barrel on the spot market. With operating
costs at $2 a barrel, the Arabs were making $8 to $10
a barrel, but this was not enough for the Vice President
and his Texas oil friends. This Middle-East Bush visit
triggered consternation in the White House. Here was
the Vice President of an administration devoted to free
markets, encouraging use of underhanded practices to
raise the price of crude.
The Reagan Administration hastened to put some
distance between itself and a Vice President who,
apparently, only got tough when crude-oil prices started
to fall to the advantage of the American consumer.
Said another official: “Look, the policy is and
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remains free market; that’s the core of the policy...the
reason there’s no oil-import fee is because the decisive
vote against it was cast by Ronald Reagan.” There
were even concerns that, in helping raise oil prices,
Bush was “digging himself a political hole” for 1988.
This prompted Bush to claim: “I’m in a listening
mode when it comes to the intentions of these major
producing countries. And again, the interest in the
United States is bound to be cheap energy, if we
possibly can. But from our interest, there is some point
where the national-security interests of the United States
say, ‘Hey, we must have a strong, viable, domestic
industry.’”8
This is surely political double-talk. When we
needed the help of the Saudi Arabians in 1987 during
the Iraqi raid on the U.S.S. Stark, they refused to aid
us. Furthermore, it was Dresser Industries, founded
with friends of the Bush family, that provided the
majority of assistance in expanding Soviet crude-oil
production to compete with U.S. and Arab crude. The
only time one finds tough behavior on the part of
George Bush is when oil interests and family business
interests are at stake.
Crude oil prices promptly rose $2 a barrel after
Bush’s visit to the Middle East. This action on behalf
of big oil, accounts for the increased oil-company
contributions to the Bush Political Action Committee
(PAC), Fund for America’s Future. Probably one-third
of the contributions came from Midland, Dallas and
Houston—Texas.
Also curious is Bush’s relationship with another
former oilman, Jorge Diaz Serrano. In 1960, Bush
went into a joint venture with Diaz Serrano in a
Mexican drilling company called Permargo. Bush’s 50percent interest was hidden, because his ownership
violated Mexican law.
Permargo had lucrative contracts with Pemex, the
giant state-oil-monopoly of Mexico.
Diaz Serrano went on to head Pemex from 1975 to
1980. After reports of Pemex being looted of billions
during his reign, Diaz Serrano—who was reported to
have lent Pemex as a cover for CIA covert operations
in Mexico—was convicted in 1983 of defrauding the
government. Bush’s former partner spent five years in
prison.
When Barron’s financial magazine looked into what
it called Bush’s “shadowy Mexican operation”,
investigative reporter Jonathan Kwitny found that the
Zapata records of Bush’s relationship with Diaz
Serrano, 1960-66, had been “inadvertently destroyed”
by the SEC after Bush became Vice President in 1981.
This is another example of Bush’s success, traced
to family connections combined with government
financing and intervention, rather than American free
enterprise. It is, however, in the political field that the
real, elitist, favored-son George Bush shines.
George Bush has had a remarkable political career.
Bush apparently tackles a political objective, falls flat
on his face, and then is eased by his elitist friends into
a more coveted position by political appointment, such
as his directorship of the CIA.
Bush’s autobiography skips the early 1960s, except
when he makes his official entry into public life as
Chair of the Harris County, Texas, Republican Party in
1963 and as a Texas delegate to the 1964 Republican
National Convention.
He ran unsuccessfully for the Senate in 1964
against the “liberal” Democratic incumbent, Ralph
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Yarborough. In his first major political outing, Bush
wore the mantle of a Goldwater Republican,
campaigning against the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty,
Medicare, allowing Red China into the United Nations
and the Civil Rights Act. Beating off conservative
primary candidates, Bush grabbed the Republican
nomination, only to lose to Yarborough by 300,000
votes. Nevertheless, Bush attracted 43 percent of the
vote, a good showing in a state where Democrats far
outnumbered Republicans.
Bush “quit” the oil business in 1966 and—with
backing from family, friends and the establishment
business community—was elected to Congress from a
safe, affluent, Houston district. His voting record in
Congress was mixed, certainly not straight
Goldwaterite.
From that point, Bush adopted what has become
known as the Eastern-Establishment position; a weak,
unprincipled mishmash of policies that has brought nowin wars and economic chaos to the United States.
As a freshman Congressman with elitist backing,
Bush immediately was given a coveted seat on the
House Ways and Means Committee. It was reported on
Sept.28, 1986 in Washington Post Magazine that Bush
got this seat through pressure from Chairman Democrat
Wilbur Mills and then Leader of the House, Republican
Jerry Ford. According to a 1980 Rolling Stone article,
Mills took a liking to Bush, nicknaming him “Rubbers”
for his support of family planning.
A public appearance of conservatism can be traced
throughout the Bush political career, but that is
inconsistent with his voting records and political
actions. By 1970, Bush had a record that a
conservative Democratic businessman, Lloyd Bentsen,
could misrepresent as “liberal”.
The two faced off in a Senate
contest in Texas, after Bentsen
defeated the liberal Yarborough in a
vicious primary.
Bush was encouraged to enter
the race by President Nixon, who
had targeted Southern liberals,
including Yarborough, for defeat.
Under a cloak of Goldwater
conservatism, Bush actually held
left-liberal political opinions,
supporting gun control, for example,
while opposing repeal of the Federal
Income Tax and further military
involvement in Vietnam.
Expecting to face Yarborough
in the general election, Bush was
unprepared for Bentsen, who
castigated him for his support of
gun control and a guaranteed annual
income for the poor. Bush, the
eager-beaver, had waited only two
terms in the House before running
again for the Senate in 1970, only
to lose and throw away the
opportunities brought by family and
business contacts.
Once again, privilege came to
George’s assistance. To throw
away a safe congressional seat on a
gamble for the Senate would seem
to demonstrate a severe lack of
judgment, yet it was rewarded by

the Establishment with a coveted appointment. In
February 1971, Bush became Ambassador to the United
Nations. There, he took up an old cause: keeping
China out of that body. While Bush argued for China’s
exclusion, Henry Kissinger conducted secret
negotiations with Beijing to revive U.S.-Sino relations.
In January 1973, Bush’s political career was
boosted once again. Nixon appointed him Chairman
of the Republican National Committee, where he
campaigned for a quick end to the Senate Watergate
hearings and loyally defended his patron.
Instead of choosing a seasoned strategist, Nixon
picked a two-time Senate loser who needed influence
to make his way in Congress—a loser who was
deeply suspect by constitutionalists within the
Republican Party.
After eighteen months at the National Committee,
Bush again ached for change and, without leaving any
memorial at the RNC, was appointed envoy to the
People’s Republic of China to replace an ailing David
Bruce.
This came about because of the Nixon-Kissinger
change of face, i.e. to treat Communist China as an
ally, rather than a threat to the United States.
However, as more than one commentator has
observed, principle is not a George Bush hallmark.
His approach has been called “guiltless pragmatism”;
in other words, a shifting of position irrespective of
principle.
A year later, Ford called him home to head the
Central Intelligence Agency. Bush’s appointment as
the Agency’s director in 1975 was widely criticized
because, as Bush writes, “Bill Colby, a professional
in the intelligence field, was being replaced by a
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nonprofessional outsider and a politician to boot.”
Senator Frank Church commented: “It appears as
though the White House may be using this important
post merely as a grooming room before he is brought
on stage next year as a vice-presidential running mate.”
Speaking against the appointment, Church said he knew
of “no particular reason why [Bush] is qualified” for
the job.
Since it is very likely that Church did not know of
Bush’s earlier connections to the CIA, his reaction was
understandable. But Bush needed a position. So, once
again, “guiltless pragmatism” won over principles.
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The News Desk
By John Ray
GENE RESEARCH MOVES TOWARD SECRECY
By D. Nelson and R. Weiss, Washington Post, 11/3/99
Scientists and drug companies have failed to notify the
National Institutes of Health about six deaths that occurred
in gene-therapy experiments in the past 19 months, keeping
details of the deaths from becoming public, according to
interviews with researchers and federal officials.
The deaths are the first in gene therapy to come to
light that were purposely withheld from the NIH, one of
two federal agencies charged with overseeing the safety of
the controversial field of medical research, which seeks to
cure diseases by giving patients new genes.
The lack of disclosure provides new evidence of a shift
toward secrecy in gene therapy, traditionally one of the
more open fields of medical research, and reflects escalating
efforts by gene-therapy companies to weaken federal
reporting regulations.
Confirmation of the six deaths follows revelations last
week of a death and two serious illnesses in gene-therapy
patients that were reported to the NIH with the
unprecedented insistence that they be kept confidential, in
defiance of a long-standing agency policy of public
disclosure.
The six deaths occurred in heart studies headed by two
leading gene researchers—Ronald Crystal of the New York
Hospital-Cornell Medical Center in Manhattan and Jeffrey
Isner of Tufts University in Boston. The two are racing to
be the first to grow new blood vessels around blocked ones,
as an alternative to bypass surgery.
Crystal and Isner said that, unlike the widely reported
death of a teenage patient at the University of Pennsylvania
in September, they believe that the fatalities in their studies
were not directly caused by the gene therapy but by
complications stemming from the patients’ underlying
illnesses.
Because they decided the deaths weren’t caused by
gene therapy, they argued, federal regulations don’t require
them to notify the NIH—a new interpretation of those
regulations that stands in sharp contrast to the one held by
NIH officials and a decade of practice.
The researchers said they reported the deaths to the
Food and Drug Administration, which keeps such
information secret.
But NIH officials in the federal office that oversees
gene therapy are adamant that even deaths not initially
believed to have been caused by the therapy must be
reported to the NIH and made public, because often it is not
clear until later whether the therapy actually caused the
deaths.
“It may take five, six, seven patients ill, or 20 patients,
before you find out, ‘Hey, this is also happening in other
people’s trials,’” said Amy Patterson, who heads the NIH
Office of Recombinant DNA Activities (ORDA), which
oversees gene-therapy studies. “And if you don’t know
what’s going on in other people’s trials, then you can’t put
two and two together.”
The FDA can suspend a study if it determines that the
therapy being tested is dangerous, but the agency only
makes such information public if the therapy eventually is

approved or with the permission of the study’s sponsor.
Most of the new deaths are coming to light only
because federal officials put out a plea for gene researchers
across the country to report any undisclosed deaths or
illnesses, after the death of the teenager at the University of
Pennsylvania. His death is thought to be the first directly
caused by gene therapy, and NIH officials are looking for
indications of similar problems in other studies that may
not have been attributed to the treatments themselves.
Carol Goodrich, a spokeswoman for Parke-Davis,
which is sponsoring Crystal’s study, said the company had
forwarded details of the deaths to ORDA on Oct. 20. She
said the deaths had previously been reported to the FDA,
but she refused to say whether that agency had agreed with
the company’s determination that the deaths were not
caused by the therapy. The FDA has not decided whether
to fulfill a Washington Post request to release information
about deaths and illnesses in gene-therapy trials.
Federal regulations have long held genetic treatments
to a higher level of public scrutiny than conventional new
therapies because of public discomfort with the idea of
manipulating people’s genetic makeup.
For example, federal regulations require researchers to
report the deaths and serious illnesses of patients enrolled
in gene-therapy experiments not only to the FDA, but also
to the NIH for public review by a special advisory board.
But as the field has become increasingly dominated by
private industry, drug companies and scientists with a
financial stake in their research are challenging the
historically broad interpretation of that rule. They are filing
reports with demands for confidentiality or maintaining that
they don’t have to file them with the NIH at all.
Isner and Crystal helped found competing gene-therapy
companies—Vascular Genetics of Durham, N.C., and
GenVec of Rockville, respectively.
Asked why he hadn’t reported his deaths [sic] to the
NIH, Isner said yesterday that it was an oversight and, in
any case, it was not clear that he had to.
Crystal said Parke-Davis has assumed responsibility for
reporting deaths to the appropriate agencies. However, he
added that, while he supported the reporting of deaths and
illnesses to the NIH, he did not consider it a legal
requirement. He also said he believed that the NIH should
keep some reports confidential, particularly to protect
patient privacy…
…Crystal was the first to request confidentiality from
the NIH for a patient-death report, in May 1998, just two
weeks after GenVec announced its initial public offering of
stock. NIH staff said yesterday that, at the time, Crystal
cited concerns about the impact on his business, if the
death[s] were made public…
…The issue of confidentiality requests surfaced at the
September meeting of the Recombinant DNA Advisory
Committee (RAC), the NIH group that reviews gene-therapy
experiments and collects reports of serious side-effects and
deaths.
In addition to Crystal, RAC members learned,
Schering-Plough had demanded confidentiality for three
recently filed reports of serious patient illness during genetherapy trials. The lead scientists in two of those studies
determined that the complications “probably” were caused
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by the gene therapy; Schering-Plough officials had
downgraded those assessments, saying they were “possibly
related” to the therapy.
In the third case, the researchers and the company
agreed that the complications “possibly” were related to the
therapy.
This week, Schering-Plough, of Madison, N.J., issued
a statement defending its recent requests that the NIH keep
the illnesses of three patients confidential…
[JR: Ever wonder how many “uninformed volunteers”
have died from experimental drugs? Does the National
Institute of Health really expect these research
conglomerates to volunteer reports of deaths when there
are millions of dollars at stake? Deaths will always be
blamed on the patients’ pre-existing conditions.]
COOK ACCUSED OF MISLEADING PUBLIC ON
KOSOVO MASSACRES
Nicholas Rufford, London Sunday Times, 10/31/99
Robin Cook, the Foreign Secretary, is under pressure to
answer claims that ministers misled the public over the
scale of deaths among civilians in Kosovo to justify the
NATO bombing of Belgrade.
The all-party Balkans Committee of MPs will ask the
Foreign Office this week to comment on reports that the
number of bodies of victims of Serbian ethnic cleansing is
lower than the figures of dead issued during the conflict.
At the height of the war, Western officials spoke of a
death toll as high as 100,000. President Bill Clinton said
the NATO campaign had prevented “deliberate, systematic
efforts at ethnic cleansing and genocide”. Geoff Hoon, then
a Foreign Office minister and now the Defence Secretary,
later scaled down the estimates. “It appears that about
10,000 people have been killed in more than 100
massacres,” he said.
The most outspoken challenge to these figures has
come from Emilio Perez Pujol, a pathologist who led the
Spanish team looking for bodies in the aftermath of the
fighting. He said: “I calculate that the final figure of dead
in Kosovo will be 2,500 at the most. This includes lots of
strange deaths that can’t be blamed on anyone in
particular.”
Perez Pujol said the numbers of dead were far lower
than the 44,000 he had been warned of, and few were in
mass graves. He said his team had arrived in Kosovo
expecting to perform 2,000 post-mortem examinations and
to work to the end of November. “On September 12, I
called my people together and said: ‘We have finished
here.’ I informed my government and told them of the real
situation. We had found a total of 187 bodies. Four or five
had died from natural causes.”
United Nations officials have begun taking stock of the
death toll this weekend after the exhumation of corpses
stopped for the winter. The UN is expected to report next
month that the total number of victims so far uncovered is
fewer than 2,000. Many were executed, but some died
during fighting and others died in allied bombing.
There is still no clear picture, however. Some of the
forensic teams sent by 15 different countries say they have
discovered fewer bodies than they anticipated…
…The U.S. State Department said this weekend that
about 1,400 bodies have been recovered from about 20% of
suspected massacre sites…The International Criminal
Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia reported earlier this
month that the notorious Trepca mines in Kosovo, where
700 ethnic Albanian bodies were reportedly hidden,
contained none.
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The largest number of bodies has been recovered by
British teams of police officers, pathologists and forensic
scientists in the area where the worst mass killings
reportedly occurred. They found 505 bodies, some in mass
graves and many of them women and children.
Detective Chief Superintendent John Bunn, who led the
British investigation group, said his teams had completed
work at most of the sites around Prizren and Velakrusa,
where some of the worst atrocities were said to have
occurred. He said he had found graves containing as many
as 77 bodies together of people executed at close range.
Alice Mahon, the Labour MP who chairs the Balkans
Committee, said yesterday that the deaths were tragic but
did not justify the military action taken by NATO. “When
you consider that 1,500 civilians or more were killed during
NATO bombing, you have to ask whether the intervention
was justified,” she said.
[JR: Our leaders will never give us an honest reason or
any accurate facts for starting an aggressive action.
Propaganda, cyber attack, economic and military war
constitute the “new diplomacy”.]

that intermarriage was at 52 percent and climbing.
The shock waves that spread throughout the community
created a demand for more money to be spent at home, on
Jewish education, instead of being sent to an Israel that,
with an emerging high-tech economy and relative
prosperity, no longer appeared to need emergency relief
funds.
Thus, U.S. Jewry’s funding for Israel has dropped from
heights of close to a billion dollars a year to $200 million
last year. The rest of the money gets disbursed as $70
million to the Joint Distribution Committee, the worldwide
Jewish welfare association, [with] $10 million for absorbing
Russian immigrants into the United States. The rest, nearly
$100 million, goes back to the local federations.
While plenty of that is used to pay for fund-raising
activities, much of it is also used for educational and
welfare efforts at the local level.
Of course, the Jewish Agency is worried by the
reorganization, with senior officials worried that, as Jewish
communities look inward, they will have less interest in
Israel. But next week’s GA may have a solution to that
problem.
If all goes according to schedule, Prime Minister Ehud
Barak will announce that the long-dormant Birthright Plan,
originally proposed by Charles Bronfman and some of his
multimillionaire friends to send thousands of Jewish
teenagers a year to Israel, has finally found financing. The
original plan was for the millionaires, the Jewish Agency
and the State of Israel to pay for the half-billion dollar
program.
The Jewish Agency, however, refused to commit the
funding.
Barak wants to be able to announce that the state will
pay a third, the millionaires a third, and that the Jewish
Agency and the UJC—convening, as such, for the first time
next week—will split the final third of the cost.
If that happens, Birthright has a chance of getting off
the drawing board, offering hope that as world Jewry’s
teens visit Israel over the coming years, for many of them
it will be the beginning of a life-long relationship with the
Jewish state.
[JR: They have all the bases covered here, as to a
unified plan for consolidation of influence headed by the
powerful Bronfman. The “Birthright” Plan of sending
teens to Israel assures future leadership and solidarity.
I couldn’t help but notice the obvious absence of the
ADL in this list—WHY?]

AMERICAN JEWRY’S ALPHABET SOUP BECOMES
THE CHICKEN SOUP OF THE UJC
By Yair Sheleg, Ha’aretz, 11/10/99
Next week’s General Assembly, the traditional
nationwide gathering of American Jewry’s activists,
promises to be historic. For the first time, the activists will
gather under a single umbrella organization, unifying all of
the nearly 200 Jewish communities across America, through
the merger of the UJA, the CJF and the UIA. And, in the
American tradition, that new organization will also have its
own acronym—the UJC, for United Jewish Communities.
The merger of the United Jewish Appeal, the United
Israel Appeal, and the Council of Jewish Federations into
one organization headed by Charles Bronfman has been in
the works since the beginning of this year. The UJA and
UIA raise money, while the CJF has been the umbrella
group for Jewish communities in the United States.
This is much more than a bureaucratic upheaval. It is
the culmination of a process that has been affecting the
Jewish communities—and their relationship with the State
of Israel—since the early 1990s.
There are some 200 local Jewish federations in the
United States, with the top 19—ranging from New York
and Boston to Los Angeles and San Francisco to Chicago
and Miami—historically raising hundreds of millions of
dollars every year through various appeals for Jewish
causes. Historically, most of that money went to Israel, as
decided by the national leaderships.
Over the years, that strained relationships between local
federations and the national leadership over a number of
issues. For one, the local communities had little say over
where the money went. Secondly, the numerous fundraising efforts meant inefficiency, not only in the collection
of money but also in its expenditure. The demand for
unification of the three organizations began to be heard in
the late 1980s, and in 1991 a common Israeli office, called
the UIO (United Israel Office) was opened for the three
main groups. But only this year did the three become one.
While UIO is a nationwide organization, it has great
advantages for dealing with the local Jewish communities,
because its leadership is elected by the federations’
leadership. That means more grass-roots influence over the
national organization.
The demand for that influence picked up momentum in
the early 1990s, when American Jewry woke up to discover
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For example, in South Africa it is now a bad thing, a
hate crime, to say that someone is “obese”. It’s also a
crime to say such felonious things as someone is “elderly”,
“married”, “youthful”, “disabled”, “aged”, “gay” and much
more. We can be thankful that they’ve limited their list to
several dozen “offensive” words and haven’t yet included
the whole dictionary. Otherwise, South Africa would have
to become a nation of mutes.
But what if you’re a newscaster and you mention that
an “elderly” person fell from his wheelchair or that a
robbery was committed by a “youthful” perpetrator? If you
do, you’ve committed a crime and will be fined or sent to
jail. Admittedly, when you’re old you dislike being elderly
and when you’re young you resent being youthful. And
when you’re married, maybe you don’t like that, either, so
if anyone happens to mention it—have him arrested.
You have to give them credit for being thorough in
South Africa. What you say is motivated by what you
think, isn’t it? So, they’ll now police your thoughts and
intentions, as well. Those dark, subliminal motives lurking
behind what you say are now under official scrutiny. Not
only that, but your facial expressions and body language,
too.
Let’s say you’re talking to a fat, excuse me, obese, that
is to say, well-rounded person. But you have a facial tick,
and your eye twitches while you’re talking; that can be
taken as a smirk or sneer, and it’s off to the Equality Court.
But will they have enough jails in South Africa to hold all
the violators? I know if I lived in South Africa, I would
already be in one of them—many times over.
Is this really what the self-deluded liberals want for
us—the Boxers, Feinsteins and the likes of Hateful Hillary,
who promote hate-crime legislation? Do you want to live in
a country where you can’t speak—even think—freely, like
in South Africa? Even the guru, pony-tailed, college
professors, the retired flower children of Berkeley—do they
want that in America? Have they and the other liberals lost
their minds? If left to their own lunacy, the liberals and the
radical “gays” will turn America into a nightmare nation.
As Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
expressed it fifty years ago: “If there is any principle of the
Constitution that more imperatively calls for attachment
than any other, it is the principle of free thought—not free
thought for those who agree with us but freedom for the
thought we hate.”
[JR: Many might think this could only occur in some
dictator-run Third World “Banana Republic”. Those of
us who are informed know it is now the politicallyHATE CRIMES: THE “TOLERANT” INQUISITION
correct idea to perpetuate this in our new “Democracy”
(mob-rule) by legislative Attorney$, right here in the
By Michael Savage, NEWSMAX, 11/9/99
U.S. They dupe the public into believing that these nonpositive, so-called, ANTI-HATE laws, are for our own
I recently wrote about hate crimes. There is no greater protection when, in fact, they are only designed for a
danger to our future than hate-crime legislation. Just to “controlled society”.]
prove to you what we’re in for, if we continue in this
direction, let’s look at South Africa. They’ve overtaken us
PRIVACY, STATES’ RIGHTS CLASH
in hate-crime and other so-called civil-rights legislation and
IN HIGH COURT
carried it to lunatic extremes. As you will see, if we don’t
put a stop to it, the same will happen here.
By J. Crawford Greenburg, Chicago Tribune, 11/11/99
First, they started with special laws against homophobic
and racially-motivated crimes—as we have in the United WASHINGTON—In a case that puts federal efforts to
States. But they’ve now expanded it to offensive language protect privacy on a collision course with states’ rights, U.S.
and have established “Equality Courts” to prosecute this Supreme Court justices grappled Wednesday with whether
new crime. In these courts, anyone can bring an action [or not] Congress went too far when it restricted states from
against you, and you’re guilty until proven innocent. If you selling personal information on drivers’ licenses.
can’t prove your innocence, you have to pay and maybe do
Congress passed the law in 1994, after hearing
jail time. Were not talking, here, about the use of lewd and complaints about stalkers and assailants using state motor
abusive language. The offense can be almost anything vehicle records to track down victims. At the time, most
anyone dislikes about what you say.
states sold the personal information contained in motor
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vehicle records and got significant income. New York, for
example, made $17 million one year on the sales.
“We live in an age in which databases of personal
information are widely used in the national economy,”
Solicitor General Seth Waxman told the court. “Yet,
dissemination threatens personal privacy and, sometimes,
safety.”
Waxman said that because disclosing the information
presents such a risk, Congress is entitled to regulate its
discharge, just as it could restrict the discharge of
pollutants.
But several justices took issue with that as they
engaged in a lively and, at times, heated debate over the
relationship between the federal government and the states.
That is a theme the court has grown passionate about in
recent years, and the justices have scaled back Congress’
power to impose burdens on states.
In 1997, for example, the court struck down the part of
the Brady Gun Law that required local law-enforcement
officials to conduct background checks on gun buyers. The
court said Congress couldn’t press state officials into service
to enforce the federal law.
Justice Anthony Kennedy, who wrote eloquently about
other federalism issues in a case last term, suggested he had
similar concerns with the Driver’s Privacy Protection Act.
He also suggested the federal interest is “unneeded and
intrusive”, because state voters could pressure their
legislators to stop the practice.
But other justices appeared more skeptical that
Congress had gone too far in passing the law. They had
pointed questions for Charles Condon, South Carolina’s
Attorney General, who appealed to the justices to “continue
to breathe new life” into legal doctrines limiting
congressional authority over the states.
Condon called state officials “puppets of the federal
government” and said the state was simply saying, “Let
South Carolina be run by South Carolinians”. He noted
that South Carolina has since passed its own laws limiting
the practice.
But Justices Stephen Breyer and David Souter
expressed concern that a ruling for Condon would call into
question a host of other federal laws and regulatory
programs, including environmental laws and wage laws.
Even conservatives who have supported states’ rights in
recent terms took issue with Condon’s position. Justice
Antonin Scalia, for example, suggested he didn’t accept
Condon’s legal argument that South Carolina officials were
being pressed into service by Congress.
“All they’re saying is, ‘Don’t give out information’—
What’s the big burden?” he asked. “All you have to do is
sit on your hands and not give out any private information.
What’s the big deal?”
Scalia suggested that the law may be improper, but for
different reasons. He said the law may interfere with
traditional state-government functions, such as keeping
records.
Justice Sandra Day O’Connor asked whether the court
should revive a 1976 case that invalidated legislation
extending minimum-wage provisions to states. In that case,
the court said Congress couldn’t force its will on states in
matters involving “integral governmental functions”. The
court overruled that decision in 1985 and said the labor
laws applied to state and local governments.
Condon said the court didn’t need to revive the 1976
case to rule in his favor. But Waxman argued that the case
wouldn’t help South Carolina’s cause, anyway.
Several justices expressed concern that the debate is, as
O’Connor said, a “little academic”, because of a new law
that strengthens Congress’ authority to keep states from

disclosing the information. The new law says Congress’
power to restrict the disclosure of information stems from
its authority over spending. It applied the restrictions to
any state that gets federal transportation money.
But Waxman said the case still raises pressing legal
issues, and the justices didn’t dwell on the new law…
[JR: What a tangled web, this issue of states’ rights vs.
federal mandates. The arguments are so selective. If we
had adhered to our original Constitution, we would not
have allowed our rights and sovereignty to become so
obscure. We also would not have such confusion with
the rule-of-law and the separation of powers and
authority. The Supreme Court will rule in favor of the
states and sanction these types of profitable state issues,
because it covertly mirrors the federal agenda, and it’s
the state not the federal government that is violating the
privacy of its citizens. This then maintains the façade
that states’ authorities are not being superseded by the
federal government.]
NOAA: SUN POSES NEW Y2K CONCERNS
REUTERS, 11/10/99
WASHINGTON—Power outages, computer problems
and communication failures may soon become more
common, but in this case don’t blame the Y2K bug, blame
the Sun.
The Sun will greet the new millennium by turning
angry, erupting into the most active part of its 11-year cycle
with outbursts of energy that can threaten satellites,
electrical power and spacewalking astronauts.
Officials at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration [NOAA] said today the approaching solar
storm could be more destructive than [in] previous cycles
because the Earth has more power grids and satellites that
might be affected.
“There are bigger power grids drawing more power
now, so the power companies are more vulnerable,” said D.
James Baker, the NOAA administrator.
There are also 600 satellites, more than ever in history,
that also might be affected, said Baker.
This year, though, the power companies and satellite
operators will be better prepared than ever, he said.
Warning Satellites on Watch
Two satellites, operated by NOAA, NASA and the Air
Force, are positioned in orbit to warn about hazardous
energy bursts from the Sun.
One satellite, orbiting a million miles from Earth, will
detect a rise in charged solar particles and give an hour’s
warning.
Baker said that will be enough time for power
companies to protect their electrical grids.
Satellite operators can protect orbiting equipment by
turning off circuits to prevent shorts, by closing solar panels
or by turning away from the wave of energy. He said
operators are also prepared for “ghost signals”, spurious
electronic surges that may prompt the satellite to take an
unexpected action.
Head Start for Astronauts
The hour’s warning also would allow spacewalking
astronauts to seek the safety of the Shuttle or the space
station.
Baker said that the NOAA also has created a new
scale to precisely describe the intensity of solar storms. He
said the new values “are the Richter scales of space
weather”.
The scales will predict the intensity of three types of
energy eruptions from the Sun: geomagnetic, radiation and
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radio storms.
From Mild to Wild
For geomagnetic storms, caused by ejections of
charged masses from the corona of the Sun, there is a scale
of G1 to G5. The strongest, G5, warns of electromagnetic
energy powerful enough to knock out power grids, disable
satellites and cause auroras, the so-called Northern Lights,
to be visible as far south as the equator.
For radiation storms, caused by bursts of protons and
neutrons, the scale is from S5, the strongest, to S1. An S5
storm would be powerful enough to kill spacewalking
astronauts, disrupt communications, cause memory losses in
satellites and even disrupt navigation signals.
For radio storms, caused by bursts of radio-frequency
energy from the Sun, the scale is from R5, the strongest, to
R1. An R5 storm could cause a blackout of high-frequency
radio signals on the sunlit side of the Earth and disrupt
low-frequency navigation signals for hours.
The Sun goes through an 11-year cycle, building up
energy outbursts until it reaches what is called solar max.
Baker said the solar activity is building now and should
peak next year and then tail off.
During the last solar max, in 1989, a major
geomagnetic storm sent a power surge through electrical
lines—burning out switches and transformers—causing an
extended blackout in Quebec. The same storm also
knocked out some Defense Department satellites, said
Baker.
Pager Outage Shows Effects
A solar storm last year was blamed for the loss of a
communications satellite that put 40 million pagers and
phones out of business, Baker said.
Two notable geomagnetic storms were:
*March 13, 1989: In just 90 seconds Hydro Quebec
went from normal operation to a complete power failure,
bringing a blackout to the Province of Quebec.
*May 20, 1998: Particles from the Sun reached the
satellite Galaxy IV, permanently disabling it and disrupting
cell phones and communications to ATMs and gasoline
pumps across parts of the U.S.
Since the last solar max in 1989, most nations have
increased their dependency on wireless and satellite
services, making us even more vulnerable to the effects of
a solar max.
During solar max, the surface of the Sun spews
electrically-charged particles into space. Depending on the
movement of the particles, they could head toward Earth,
reaching the Earth’s ionosphere…Particles that hit the
ionosphere, distorting and compressing it, can penetrate the
Earth’s atmosphere and reach its surface. Such events are
called geomagnetic storms.
[JR: How do we know what is a natural occurrence
anymore, as opposed to another malfunction associated
with a programmed, experimental research project?
The outage of Hydro Quebec could have been the result
of their secret electromagnetic and pulse-generation
(Tesla) research (ref. CONTACT: Calvin Burgin’s
Sept.-Oct. 1996 series, Fire From the Sky).]
CHINA DEPLOYS MOST “THREATENING”
OFFENSIVE MISSILE
By Charles Smith, WorldNetDaily, 11/8/99
In an apparent disinformation campaign, China fooled
the Clinton Administration into believing one of its nuclear
missiles was a “failure”, when actually, in the words of one
congressional defense analyst, “it is the most threatening
missile deployed since the Cold War”.
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In 1992, Hua Di, a former Chinese missile scientist
who defected to the U.S., told the U.S. government the new
“DONG FENG” (East Wind) DF-25—a mobile, two-stage
missile capable of hurling a conventional, 4,000-pound
warhead over 1,000 miles—was too expensive to be
deployed.
Yet, in August 1999, Clinton officials were shocked by
Chinese Communist press announcements declaring the
DF-25 to be fully operational and tipped with multiple
nuclear warheads, states William Triplett, co-author of Red
Dragon Rising….
…Communist “defector” Hua Di studied missiles in
Russia and worked in China’s missile program for 24 years.
In 1989, Hua left China after the Tiananmen Square
crackdown on student-democracy demonstrators, and went
to work as a researcher at Stanford University’s Center for
International Security and Arms Control, with Dr. John
Lewis and Dr. William Perry.
In 1992, Hua and Lewis published China’s Ballistic
Missile Program, in which Hua claimed a newly developed
missile, the DF-25, was not a success.
“The Chinese fooled Clinton into believing it would not
be deployed,” said Triplett in an exclusive WorldNetDaily
interview. “The DF-25 is called the ‘Japan’ missile. It can
cover all of the Japanese islands, the Spratleys and the sea
entry routes.”
According to Triplett, the DF-25 “improved” version
can drop its two-ton warhead within feet of its intended
target.
Defense sources inside and outside of Capitol Hill
confirmed Triplett’s stunning news. One source went
further and directly accused a major U.S. defense contractor
of deliberately passing to China, sensitive missile
technology that is now incorporated in the DF-25.
“This missile is purely offensive,” stated Robert Fisher,
a defense analyst for Rep. Chris Cox, R-Ca. “It is the most
threatening missile deployed since the Cold War. It is
intended to start a war.”…
…“The DF-25 most likely uses both U.S. GPS (satellite
navigation) and radar technology for its accuracy.
However, it is powered by American-military/rocket-motor
technology given to the Chinese Army by Lockheed
Martin,” stated Fisher.
“Chinese missiles are now more accurate, thanks to the
transfer of Lockheed Martin solid-fuel technology,” added
Fisher.
Fisher also noted that missile documents written by
Chinese defector Hua Di were “gospel” to Clinton
Administration officials. “They frequently quote Hua’s
work,” he stated firmly.
Fisher is not the first to accuse Lockheed of passing
advanced technology to China during the Clinton
Administration. According to Henry Sokolski, executive
director of the Nonproliferation Policy Education Center, in
1995 Lockheed Martin “completed coupled load analysis on
kick motors” for the Chinese AsiaSat satellite spaceprogram.
In 1998, Sokolski wrote an analysis of U.S. missile
technology sold to China, in which he said the Lockheed
“kick motor’s development could help China perfect a postboost vehicle (PBV) to deliver warheads against nations
armed with missile defenses”.
Sokolski also accused Lockheed of transferring
sensitive U.S. technology to China for Motorola’s bankrupt
Iridium satellite system. According to Sokolski, Lockheed
“validated Chinese upper-stage-separation technology,
vibrational and load coupling analysis, attitude control and
payload mounting”.
Furthermore, the so-called Chinese defector, who first

drew attention to the DF-25, has also been involved in a
previous transfer of advanced U.S. military technology to
China. Clinton Defense Secretary Dr. William Perry
worked closely with Hua, bringing the defector inside the
highest levels of the Defense Dept.
However, according to Defense Dept. documents, Hua,
Perry and Lewis shared much more than missile stories. In
1992, Chinese Commission of Science, Technology and
Industry for National Defense (COSTIND) Lt. Gen. Huai
Guomo contacted Hua inside America. Gen. Huai wanted
to start a joint U.S.-China business venture called Galaxy
New Technology.
According to Defense documents, in 1994, PLA Gen.
“Madam” Nie Li, wife of COSTIND commander General
Ding Henggao, served on the board of Galaxy New
Technology along with Lewis. At the same time, according
to Commerce Dept. documents, Lewis also met with Gen.
Huai Guomo and Gen. Ding Henggao, serving as a civilian
“consultant” to Perry, during a trip to Beijing.
Thus, Lewis appears to have been employed by both
the U.S. military and the Chinese military at the same
meeting.
Hua described himself as the “matchmaker” between
COSTIND’s Gen. Huai Guomo and Dr. Lewis during an
interview for the Far Eastern Economic Review. Hua’s
close association with the Chinese Army unit COSTIND
also drew the attention of the General Accounting Office
(GAO).
In 1996, the GAO wrote a report on the sale of an
advanced fiber-optic communications system to Galaxy New
Technology. The GAO confirmed the fiber-optic system
was actually sold directly to the Chinese Army. According
to the Far Eastern Economic Review, Perry, the U.S.
Defense Secretary, wrote a personal letter on behalf of
Lewis, favoring the sale to China.
In late October 1998, the New York Times announced
that Hua had returned to China. According to the Times,
Hua had met with Chinese security officials in late 1997
and was assured that he would not be prosecuted. On Dec.
31, 1997, Hua returned to China and, on Jan. 6, 1998, was
arrested and charged with passing state secrets to U.S.
officials. Stanford officials and Lewis have written to the
Chinese government appealing for Hua’s release.
Yet, the advisor to the leading Republican candidate,
questions whether Hua was, indeed, a defector.
Condoleezza Rice, a foreign policy consultant to
presidential-candidate George W. Bush, investigated
allegations that Stanford University resources were used
illegally by Hua Di and Dr. John Lewis. Rice noted there
was evidence that Hua was an approved agent of the
Chinese government….
…“If the PLA fooled Clinton and Gore on this one,”
said Triplett, “just how good are the rest of our missile
estimates?”
[JR: Explain why this Administration, DoD, CIA,
Commerce Dept., JCS, etc. continue to have blinders on
with regard to China’s procurement of U.S. missile
technology. Are we such a superpower that no one
would dare launch nuclear missiles at us? Superman’s
weakness was kryptonite–is ours both the Bear and the
Dragon?]
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the deal, Israeli officials said today.
President Clinton confirmed that U.S. officials had
raised the issue out of concern that U.S. military technology
might be involved in the transfer….
…Israeli officials said no U.S. technology was involved
in the sale, and a Defense Ministry statement said there was
“no connection between Israel and the United States on this
issue”.
“Israel strictly abided by its legal and contractual
obligations to the United States and no one, not in the State
Department, not in the Pentagon, has said otherwise,” said
Mark Regev, spokesman at the Israeli Embassy in
Washington.
An “Active” Dialogue
Washington had appealed in a quiet, military-tomilitary pitch to Israel, asking it not to go through with the
sale, an Israeli official told The Associated Press, speaking
on condition of anonymity….
…The State Department acknowledged the Israeli sale
did not violate any agreement with the United States.
“There is no treaty prohibiting conventional arms transfers
to China, and our laws don’t prohibit transfers when they
do not involve American technology,” said spokesman
James Rubin.
Nevertheless, U.S. officials had taken up the matter
with Israeli officials. “It is true that Israeli arms transfers
are an active subject of our dialogue with Israel,” Rubin
said.
Enhancing China’s Might?
More than two weeks ago, China sent a Sovietmanufactured Ilyushin-50 airplane to Israel, where the
PHALCON radar system was attached. The system, built
by Israel Aircraft Industries’ subsidiary Elta, was designed
for the Israel Air Force using a U.S.-made Boeing 707 as
a platform.
PHALCON, which stands for Phased-Array L-Band
Conformal radar, is an advanced, airborne, early-warning
system that will allow the aircraft to conduct long-range
radar surveillance and coordinate forces during battle….
…The deal, estimated at $250 million in today’s New
York Times, has U.S. officials concerned about the military
relationship between the two nations.
In the last five years, sales of Israeli military
technology to China have dropped significantly, but the
Pentagon is still concerned about enhancing China’s
military might, the officials said.
Israel is still considered [to be] China’s second-largest
supplier of military equipment.
China’s use of military technology has been a sore spot
with the United States, especially since the release of a
report by a congressional panel concluding that the Chinese
have been using U.S. military technology to build up their
own arsenal and have even stolen nuclear weapons
technology from a U.S. lab. China has denied the
allegations….
…“I don’t think what Israel does is significantly
different than what other American allies, especially NATO
allies, do,” Regev said. “In Israel we have a very developed
system of checks and controls where the overall national
security interest is paramount.”
China Connection
Israel, noted for its sophisticated technology [pirated
ISRAEL TO SELL MILITARY EQUIPMENT TO
primarily from the U.S.] and its constant updating of
CHINA, DESPITE U.S. OBJECTIONS
military equipment to defend against potential Arab foes,
long has had a quiet military relationship with China and
ABCNEWS, 11/11/99
is a major arms merchant.
Chinese Defense Minister Chi Haotian visited Israel
WASHINGTON—Israel will sell an advanced radar last month and discussed the possibility of Israel Aircraft
system to China despite pressure from the Pentagon to ax Industries upgrading China’s Mig-21 fighters, which form
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the backbone of the Chinese Air Force but are antiquated,
the Israeli newspaper Ha'aretz said. The Soviet-built Mig21 dates back to the 1960s.
Russia is China’s No. 1 supplier of military equipment,
but Israel has been providing electronic components for
tanks, communications and optical equipment, aircraft and
missiles, according to a report by Kenneth W. Allen and
Eric A. McVadon of the Henry L. Stimson Center, a
Washington think tank.
The United States ranks first in weapons sales around
the world, with Britain in second place.
[JR: Our so-called “friends” aid and abet our
(potential) enemies…THAT’S JUST GOOD BUSINE$$!
Sound familiar?]

ambitions and lure them into an arrangement that is
every bit as inequitable as the one they just escaped.”
During the apartheid era, South African Blacks were
known as the “unbankables”. Legally forbidden to own
their homes, they rarely had the collateral to qualify for
credit.
The revolutionaries-turned-rulers in the African
National Congress [ANC] prohibited racial
discrimination in lending and housing. Still, with few
resources and no credit history, most Blacks failed to
qualify for traditional loans. White [Khazarian]
entrepreneurs took advantage of a law passed in the final
days of apartheid that was intended to encourage the
development of small business by deregulating the
market for loans smaller than $1,000.
“They never dreamt that these loans would be used
almost solely for consumption purposes,” said Duncan
Marsh, who works with a nonprofit organization, Black
Sash, that helps provide debt relief to the poor here in
the Eastern Cape region. “So there was no thought
given to how to draft the law in a way that would protect
consumers.”
UNLIKE microlending programs in other developing
countries like India, Bolivia and Indonesia that funnel
money into agricultural projects and small businesses,
only about 1 percent of South Africa’s microfinance
industry serves commerce. By contrast, a 1996 World
Bank survey of 206 microlenders worldwide indicated
that nearly 70 percent of loans were used for small
business and agricultural development. South African
microlenders charge 2,000 percent annual interest on
average, compared with 44 percent worldwide.
Lenders in South Africa contend they provide a
service that no one else is willing to provide, and they
say their practices are necessary to turn a profit in a risky
market. One lender, George Kolbe, said: “I’ve never
held a gun to anyone’s head and made them take out a
loan. It’s a free country now. If you want to make a
loan, you can make a loan.” Since 1995, he and his
brother Johan have opened three of the 10 loan shops in
Knysna, a seaside resort east of Cape Town. Thirty
thousand of the 50,000 year-round residents are Black,
mostly living in the shantytowns that circle Knysna’s
quaint center.
“Everyone here,” Mr. Moos said, “has either
borrowed money from a moneylender, or knows someone
who has.”
[JR: Where there is money to be had, anywhere in
the world, these same “CARPETBAGGERS” for
aeons have set up their unscrupulous
MONEYLENDERS business. They are drawn like
flies to a carcass. Many inner-city Blacks right here
in the U.S. are targeted in the same way by local loan
companies and often spend much of their lives just
paying the interest.]

SOUTH AFRICAN DEBT—THE NEW BONDAGE
By J. Jeter, International Herald Tribune, 11/10/99
KNYSNA, South Africa (WPS)—Solomon Moos had
never applied for a loan before, and he had no idea what
to expect when he walked into Louhen’s Quick Cash here.
The sign on the wall that read “We Serve The Black
Community” struck him as a bit patronizing, but he needed
the money. So he bit his lip, walked up to the counter and
asked to borrow $100.
The lender assured him that the loan would not be a
problem, so long as he agreed to pay the 40 percent
monthly interest and surrendered his automated-tellermachine card and personal code for collateral. Without
reading any of the papers shoved toward him, Mr. Moos
signed.
“When payday came, they put a hole in my checking
account,” Mr. Moos, 24, said recently, recalling the costly
bargain he struck more than a year ago. “I had nothing
left, so I had to go back to them and borrow again,” he
said. “This time they offered me more money, and when
you haven’t had much your whole life, it really makes your
head swell when someone gives you money like that. The
lenders think that a lot of us Blacks are dumb when it
comes to business, and they take advantage of us.”
Freed from nearly 50 years of oppression by a Whiteminority government, South Africa’s Black majority is
sinking in consumer debt. Wanting the good life that
apartheid denied them, and able to establish credit for the
first time, the 31 million Blacks are taking out more than
9 million loans each month. Since apartheid was abolished
five years ago, loan shops offering quick cash at high
interest rates have become the fastest-growing industry.
Blacks in South Africa have never owed so much.
Household debt as a proportion of income exceeded 70
percent last year, an all-time high. White [Khazarian]
money lenders who aggressively court Black customers have
seemingly appeared out of nowhere to capitalize on the
population’s heightened expectations. Practically
nonexistent six years ago, there are nearly 30,000 cash loan
outlets in South Africa today, both mom-and-pop operations
and publicly-owned national chains. Last year, the industry
collected $1 billion in interest payments, virtually all of it
from poor Blacks.
Nationwide, civil court cases involving debt have
increased by about 20 percent every year since apartheid
ended, while personal savings dropped last year to threetenths of 1 percent of annual household income, an all-time
low.
“They’ve all of a sudden got freedom,” said Bart
Ngxolwana, who started a debt counseling firm here in
Knysna two years ago, “but no money, no education,
nowhere to go. And so these opportunists prey on their

FBI DIRECTOR ADMITS RUSSIANS MAY HAVE
SECRET WEAPONS IN U.S.
NEWSMAX, 11/8/99
FBI Director Louis Freeh admitted that Russia may
yet have stored weapons—including nuclear suitcase
bombs—at secret locations around the U.S.
The stunning revelations appeared in yesterday’s
editions of the New York Post. The paper quoted
Congressman Curt Weldon (R-Pa.) as having had a
conversation with Freeh in the past two weeks.
Weldon said that Freeh “acknowledged the
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possibility that hidden weapons caches exist in the
United States…”.
Weldon, a leading congressional expert on Russia
and Chairman of the House Armed Services
Subcommittee on Military Research and Development,
said, “There is no doubt that the Soviets stored material
in this country. The question is what and where.”
Congressional scrutiny has focused on dozens of
nuclear suitcase bombs that have disappeared from
Russian’s nuclear arsenal. According to Russian
sources, including Russian General Alexander Lebed,
Russia produced 132 nuclear suitcase bombs, each
carrying 10 kilotons of explosive material. Only 48
remain in Russia’s inventory; the rest have disappeared.
The FBI has taken a nonchalant approach to locating
the secret caches.
Congressional sources indicate that the FBI scoured
the area around Brainerd, Minn.—one area Russian
agents were believed to have forward-deployed weapons
in the event of a war.
But Weldon said the Clinton Administration is not
interested in pressing the Yeltsin government for fear of
destabilizing his shaky position vis-à-vis the country’s
military leadership.
Concerns about the secret stockpiles have been
fueled in recent years by revelations made by Russian
defectors.
One KGB defector, Vasili Mitrokhin, provided
information to British intelligence that secret weapons
stockpiles are scattered throughout the U.S., including
upstate New York, California, Texas, Montana and
Minnesota.
Mitrokhin has also stated that such stockpiles were
also made throughout Europe. Some Russian weapons
caches have been located in Belgium and Switzerland.
Colonel Stanislav Lunev, the highest-ranking
military spy ever to defect from Russia, has testified that
the Soviet military developed elaborate plans for the use
of weapons during the outset of a war with the U.S.
Lunev said Russian military plans include the
destruction of military bases, command and control
centers, and the assassination of top U.S. leaders,
including the president and members of Congress.
Lunev has also told members of Congress that
suitcase nuclear devices may have already been forwarddeployed into the U.S….
…Lunev has stated that Russian military leaders
continue to see a nuclear conflict between Russia and the
United States as “inevitable”.
In recent years, the Russian government has
continued to invest heavily in strategic weapons. Russia
is currently mass-producing the Topol-M intercontinental
missile—a weapon more sophisticated than anything
produced by the U.S. military.
Russia also continues to invest billions in building
large underground bunkers for use during a nuclear
conflict. Last month, the Yelstin government announced
plans to increase military spending by 50 percent in next
year’s budget.
[JR: (Official confirmation–this issue was previously
reported in CONTACT years ago.) “It’s the
economy, stupid!” This Clinton Administration is
hell-bent on allowing every potential foe of the U.S.
to have access to and movement throughout the
States and especially government with no real
security restrictions. Perhaps Clinton and his shaft,
I mean staff, think the NWO is going to eliminate
these problems for us.
Alice—we’re in
WONDERLAND!]
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New Gaia Products
Order by Mail

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

1999 Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

(Please Print)
Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS,
PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
16
oz.
GAIANDRIANA LIQUID
32 oz.
$ 40.00
16 oz.
$ 20.00
AQUAGAIA
(Mitochondria)
32 oz.
$ 40.00
LIQUID
$ 8.50
GAIALYTE
2 liters $ 15.00
1 liter
1 liter
$ 3.50
KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE
2 liters $ 6.00
16 oz.
$ 6.00
KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
$ 8.50
CARBRAGAIA
$ 15.00
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES $ 18.00
60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.

by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals
90 CAPSULES
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
60
CAPSULES
NONI
30
CAPSULES
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
Whole
Leaf
Aloe
Vera
Concentrate
ALOE JUICE
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

SUPER OXY (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY-APPLE)
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++
PLEASE

$ 22.00
$ 24.95

$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 16.95
$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00
$18.00

2 oz.

00
18.00
$ 18.
$ 20.00
$ 22.00
$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 20.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.

Qty. Amount

USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form)
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

PRICE

Item
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

Qty. A m o u n t

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00
$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”
NICOTINE___

$
6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

SUCROSE___ STARCH___
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

✴

(Pure Spelt)

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

15.00
No Longer Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ GAIASPELT

○

$

3.50

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

$ 80.00

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS
ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS
Please make all checks and
money orders payable to:

New Gaia Products

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

$1100.00
$

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

No Longer Available

50-LB BAG
TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
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5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
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21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
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